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Students clash
over military
recruitment in
high schools
UPS students participate in local anti-war
protest
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By Diana Hawk

dhawk@ups.edu
Senior News Writer
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omen's Soccer shuts out NWC opponents 46-0. Senior Elizabeth Pitman leads the team with the highest number of asists with 12. The Loggers play Maryville in Atlanta Nov. 12 in the NCAA D-III Women's Soccer Championship.
I OR THE STORY SEE PAGE 15.
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Hunger Week raises global awareness
while donating to Tacoma food banks
By Talia Sorrentino

tsorrentino@ups.edu
News Writer
Next week, the Center for Spirituality and Justice and Diversity Theme
Year, in conjunction with Mortar
Board, will sponsor several on-campus events in order to raise donations
for local organizations and increase
hunger awareness for National Hunger Week.
In addition to publicizing hunger
issues, this year the Center is emphasizing student action by informing
students of what they can do to help
alleviate hunger both nationally and
internationally.
"Hunger Week is a chance to raise
awareness and an opportunity for students to engage in the local communi-
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ties taking action towards alleviating
hunger," staff member Kate Holbrook
said.
The center and Mortar Board participate in a service day Nov. 12 at
L'Arche Tacoma Hope.
When Service Day Coordinator Tessa Sylvain set out to plan the event,
she realized she wanted to reach out
to all organizations in the community
that are connected with food.
There will also be a table set up in
the SUB all week where interested
students can still sign up.
Another way to get involved with
Hunger Week is to donate points and
non-perishable goods.
Students can donate points at the
sign up table, which will be set up
through Nov. 15.
Each person can donate up to 500
points, which is approximately $5.
SEE HUNGER WEEK PAGE 4
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With available grants, the Emergency
Food Network (EFN) will match $17
to every dollar that is donated.
Students will also find a prayer
booklet available for sale at the Hunger Week Table. Based in multiple
religions, it includes Christian, Hindu
and Buddhist graces and prayers related to food.
For the Canned Food Drive, there
will be collection boxes on every floor
of all academic buildings.
Also, the library will accept food for
fines, where one can of food or one
non-perishable food item will be accepted as the equivalent of $1 in fines.
There is a limit of $20 and the offer
excludes lost items. Food-for-fines
will run through Nov. 13 to 23.
The Center for Spirituality and Justice hopes for large student and community participation in the annual

Protesters faced off at a local military recruitment office near the Tacoma Mall Nov. 2.
The event marked the one year anniversary of
the re-election of President Bush. The protest
was staged as a part of walk outs at high schools
across the nation.
The call to action was organized by Youths
Against War and Racism (YAWR) which declared Nov. 2 "National Day of Action Against
Military Recruitment and Bush's War in Iraq."
The YAWR Tacoma chapter collaborated with
various local high schools and planned a protest
which began at the recruitment center and ended
at the intersection of Pine and 38th.
Freshman Katie Thomas, an active member of
the Social Justice Residency Program, was one
of five UPS students supporting demands that
military officials end on-campus recruitment.
"I went because I believe the war in Iraq is
unjust and students' voices need to be heard,"
Thomas said.
YAWR, which has chapters in Boston, Minneapolis, Seattle, Tacoma and Olympia, is set on
removing military recruiters out of high schools.
Among their list of complaints are allegations of
the military's homophobia and targeting of lower
income students.
"If we build antiwar groups like Youth Against
War and Racism in thousands of schools across
the country, educating our fellow students about
the war and the lies recruiters tell us, protesting
every time military recruiters dare to step foot in
our schools, Bush won't be able to get enough
new recruits to keep his war machine running,"
Ty Moore stated on YAWR's website.
Associated Ministries, a local community activist organization, has provided UPS students
involved in SJRP an opportunity for related training. Their goal is to set up tables at high schools
providing alternative options to the military.
Thomas would eventually like recruiters to
leave high schools entirely but is willing to provide "opt-out" information in the meantime. She
has received training from Associated Ministries
and hopes to start setting up tables soon.
"Stadium High School, the less-fortunate area
school with a large minority population, gets
military recruiters every other day, while Foss
High School gets recruiters twice a month, maybe," Thomas said. "We're hoping to focus on
Stadium High School and set up tables on days
that recruiters come."
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Curious about what Vox is up to? Next
week, Features profiles the club and previews the changes they plan to implement.
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"The job of the newspaper is to
comfort the afflicted and afflict the
comfortable."
—Peter Finley Dunne

A Faculty Code message from your
friends at The Trail...
Part C
Section 1- Faculty as Scholars
Faculty, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognize the special responsibilities placed upon
them. Their primary responsibility to their subjects is to seek and to state the
truth as they see it. To this end, professors devote their energies to developing
their scholarly competence. They accept the obligation to exercise critical selfdiscipline and honesty. Although professors may follow subsidiary interests,
these interests must never seriously compromise their freedom of inquiry.
Section 2 - Faculty as Teachers
a. As teachers, faculty encourage the free pursuit of learning in students.
They hold before their students the best scholarly standards of personal discipline. They demonstrate respect for the student as an individual, and serve
as intellectual guides and counselors. Faculty make every reasonable effort to
foster honest academic conduct and to assure that the evaluation of students
reflects each student's academic achievement. Faculty respect the private
nature of the relationship between instructor and student, avoid any exploitation of students for private advantage, acknowledge significant assistance
from them, and protect their academic freedom.
Section 3 - Faculty as Colleagues
As colleagues, faculty members have obligations that derive from common membership in the community of scholars. Faculty respect and defend
the free inquiry of associates and the exchange of criticism and ideas, showing due respect for the opinions of others. Professors acknowledge academic
debts and strive to be objective in professional judgment of colleagues. Tenure-line faculty accept a personal share of faculty responsibilities for the governance of the institution.

The Trail

Campus Crimes
Security staff responded to the following incidents last week:

•

Theft: A student reported two hard hats she
had painted gold and left outside a residence
hall to dry were stolen.
Motor Vehicle Theft: A student reported her
1993 Honda Civic was stolen from N. 18th
Street where she had parked it over-night.
Arrest: Security staff contacted and detained
two non-students in the area of N. 14th and
Washington streets because they were acting
suspiciously. Tacoma Police responded and arrested the two for possession of burglary tools,
drug paraphernalia and on outstanding warrants.
Theft: A Facilities staff member reported a
piece of artwork stolen from the hallway outside the Rendezvous in the Wheelock Student
Center.
***Please contact Security Services if you
have any information about the incidents described above.

Crime Prevention: Always be alert to, and
aware of, your surroundings. Report suspicious
or strange activity immediately to Security
Services (ext. 3311) or Tacoma Police (911).

•
•
•
•
•
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OIS to launch new e-mail system next semester
E-mail and calendar program Exchange 2003 will soon replace Webmail
By Rachel Gross

rgross@ups.edu

el

116

News Writer
The Office of Information Services plans to fix the
problems with Webmail by Nov. 19, announcing its
plan to replace Webmail completely next semester with
a new e-mail and calendar system called Exchange
2003.
Webmail will be down Nov. 19 while the OIS staff
installs new e-mail disk drives, according to the online
OIS update on replacing e-mail disk storage.
The current disk drives are saturated at 80 percent
full.
Problems can start occurring when the disk drives are
as little as 40 percent full, according to Associate VicePresident for Information Services Norman Imamshah.
The university has used Webmail for approximately
seven years, but OIS was aware two years ago that its
maximum simultaneous login of 200 people was not robust enough and would need to be replaced eventually.
The two Webmail meltdowns this semester merely
postponed the preparation of the replacement of Webmail that OIS was planning to institute next semester.
The Nov. 19 disk drive addition is a temporary solution to a bigger problem that Exchange 2003 will
solve.
Exchange 2003, which will be instituted next semester in either February or April, retains all the capabilities
of the current webmail system, and adds new perks as
well.
There will be real time backup, high availability, calendar services and an exponential increase in the disk
storage, from 20 megabytes to 200 megabytes.

Protest
•

41

•

Freshman Jawanza Barial-Lumumba also participated in
the training program sponsored by the SJRP.
"We will set up a booth next to military recruiters explaining to the students their rights and what happens once
they join the army," Lumumba said. "We explain that they
have other alternatives and options to explore."
Pamphlets provided to students interested in the military
encourage a thorough understanding of enlistment.
According to the No Child Left Behind Act, high schools
receiving federal funding are required to grant military recruiters access to students' information, including social
security numbers and GPAs.
Anti-war protesters and conscientious objectors are seeing an increase in opt-out agreements, due in part to the
increasing unpopularity of the war.
Parents can sign to "opt-out" and have their child's name
removed from the list.
Counter-protesters were also in attendance outside the
recruitment office waving American flags and showing
support for the war and the troops.
Junior Whitney Ogle, President of UPS Republicans,
received information from the
"I don't agree with the group
Leadership Instithat
is protesting the recruiters;
tute in Washington DC and the they are socialist-based"
-Whitney Ogle
Chair of the ColPresident of UPS Republicans
lege Republicans
informing the
UPS chapter of a
counter-protest.
"I don't agree with the group that is protesting the recruiters; they are socialist-based," Ogle said. "Besides, the
kids that were protesting and holding up signs didn't even

Exchange 2003 also has the benefit of a global contacts keep the rest of the students informed both about the
directory. Students can use this feature to send campus temporary changes happening this month and the bigger
wide e-mails or e-mails to an entire class independently, switch next year.
The decision to use Exchange 2003 was a long procwithout having to get special permission.
OIS plans to add new features in the weeks and months ess that started over two years ago.
Other systems considered include IBM Lotus Domino
following the initial deployment of Exchange 2003.
Other capabilities that OIS will look to add include Notes, Novell and Oracle; OIS eventually decided on
instant messaging services and the ability to synchro- Exchange 2003 because it gave the necessary capabilinize devices like PDAs and cell phones to the calendar ties within the budget limits.
The decision went through many channels, from the
on Exchange 2003.
The reason the date for the big switch is not yet set technology planning group and the budget task force
is because the e-mail system will be down while the to the President and the Board of Trustees before being
approved.
change is being made.
"Now that we have the fundThere are certain times, like the
ing we should go ahead and
beginning of a semester and during
"Exchange 2003 will correct the make the changes," Imamshah
registration, that are crucial for the
problems
we have right now with e- said, noting that all the equipcampus community to communicate
mail and put us in a space to move for- ment is already here on camby e-mail, according to Imamshah.
pus.
"It is like changing a tire on a car ward."
—Norman Imamshah
Despite all the work ahead,
that no one wants to stop," he said.
Associ ate Vice-President for Imamshah, who along with the
In addition to trying to accommoInformation Services rest of the OIS staff has already
date university timing issues, OIS is
made the change to Exchange
trying to keep the campus communi2003, remains excited about
ty well-informed on the changes that
the technology improvements on campus.
are going on.
"Exchange 2003 will correct the problems we have
There will be communication training for OIS staff
and the campus community so they will know about the right now with e-mail and put us in a space to move
Exchange project and the goals and perks of changing forward," Imamshah said.
Current information about OIS and the state of Webto the new system, according to Director of Technical
mail can also be found on the Webmail webpage, the
and Desktop Support Theresa Duhart.
Closer to the employment date, OIS will also send out ASUPS website and on the network status line, ext.
reminders to the community, according to Duhart.
8500.
Rachel Gross isn't fazed by Webmail's problems. She likes
OIS relies on student staff members as well as RAs,
her Outlook fonts and colors.
RDs and RCCs, for whom the Resnet fee is waived, to

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Top 5 world
news events:
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know what they meant."
Ogle described talking to a student who admitted that a
sign was simply given to her to hold. According to Ogle,
the 40 or so counter-protesters were made up mostly of
parents, veterans, students and a few recruiters.
Ogle personally supports military recruitment on high
schools and believes that recruiters can offer good experience and money for college while providing a good service to their country.
"I believe that recruiters should be at all schools, regardless of their income," Ogle said.
Diana Hawk schedules at least one protest a week into her
personal calendar.

Pirates attack cruise ship off
the coast of Somalia.
Riots due to ethnic conflict
persist in France.
Seventeen arrested in Australian terror raids.
Tornado kills 22 in Southern
Indiana.
Beijing shuts down live
poultry markets in an effort to
prevent the spread of bird flu.
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Top right: Associated Ministries aims to raise awareness about alternative options to the military in local high
schools. Above: Students from UPS and local high schools participate in National Day of Action Against Military
Recruitment.
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`Kristin's Story' raises suicide awareness
By Kaitlyn Hogue

kehogue2@ups.edu
News Writer
The Greek community and independents filled Schneebeck Concert Hall Nov. 1 for
"Kristin's Story," a lecture on depression and suicide.
The speaker, Andrea Cooper, lost her daughter Kristin to suicide in 1995 and now
tours college campus around the country lecturing on how support from friends can
support those with depression.
"It breaks my heart that I wasn't able to save my daughter," Cooper said. "But I hope
that I have saved someone in this room tonight."
Kristin attended Baker University in Kansas and was a part of the Alpha Chi Omega
sorority, one of the sororities that now funds Andrea Cooper's lectures.
Kristin had been ,depressed for months from a bad break-up with her boyfriend but
suddenly became very happy right before she killed herself.
"Suicidal people think of death as an end to pain," Cooper said.
Little did Cooper know at the time, but the pain her daughter felt was from being
raped by someone she knew. Now Cooper hopes to teach college students how to help
their friends who have been raped or have depression.
"Rape is a crime of the heart for the victim," Cooper said. "I wish Kristin's friends
had known what to do for her."
Cooper believes the main problem on college campuses is that most students do not
see rape and depression as a serious problem. Most people are shocked by the fact that
one out of four college women are victims of rape and that suicide is the second highest
killer of college students.
"I never dreamed I would lose a child to suicide because it's just not something like
car accidents and alcohol poisoning that parents tend to worry about," Cooper said.
In her lecture, Cooper gave advice on how to be a good friend to someone who needs
help, but she mainly wanted everyone to not succumb to the zebra syndrome The zebra syndrome refers to how zebras just sit and watch as one of them gets attacked by a
lion.
Although "Kristin's Story" seems a world away, it is relevant to the UPS campus.
Donn Marshall, Director and Chief Psychologist at CHWS, reported that only one out
of every 10 UPS students see the psychologists on campus, even though 30%-40% of
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Andrea Cooper lost her daughter to suicide in 1995 and tours colleges encouraging
students to support those suffering from depression.
college students nationwide experience depression.
There are many services through CHWS that students do not take advantage of.
"There are far more students suffering from depression than those who appear for
counseling, but we are a combined counseling and medical center and are able to tailor our treatments for depression to the needs and preferences of individual students,"
Marshall said.
Although CHWS can help students who realize they are depressed, friends and fellow
college students are best at recognizing changes in behavior.
"Each of you is a gatekeeper for you friends," Marshall said. "If you notice changes
in behavior, stand up and close that gap for them."
Kaitlyn Hogue encourages all UPS students to support their friends in need.

unger week

Hunger Banquet as well.
The Hunger Banquet is Nov. 15 from 5-7 p.m. in the
Rotunda. There is a suggested $3 donation for tickets
available at the table in the SUB.
The Hunger Banquet is a simulation activity designed
to help students recognize the scope of hunger in the
world.
Students receive a meal based on their generic world
socio-economic classes. While some students might receive rice and beans and have to sit on the floor, others
will be given large portions and sit at a table.
The Hunger Banquet ends the 24 hour fast on Nov.
14-15, that the Center is informally encouraging students to take part in individually.

•
•

CONT. FROM PAGE 1
The idea is to get students to recognize the issue of
deprivation, so students can choose to abstain from eating or demonstrate their concern by giving up certain
indulgences, like sweets or coffee.
Proceeds from the Banquet will go to the EFN. EFN
provides food and other essentials at no cost to more
than 70 food banks, hot meal sites and shelters for distribution to low-income families and individuals.
Increasing cutbacks on social services for the homeless and hungry make Hunger Week an even more important event than it has been in the past.
Hunger Week's purpose is to raise awareness for hunger problems around the world while also providing donations for specific Tacoma food banks, demonstrating

how individuals can help solve this worldwide issue.
Hunger Week also emphasizes this year's Diversity
Theme, "Liberty and Justice for Some."
When asked to look at the variance of citizens' rights
and luxuries or even just access to common needs of
living between different nations and classes of people,
the issue of equality is still highly objectionable at the
global level, despite the progress of 21st century societies.
"The connection between those who are hungry and
those who do not have justice is that they are often the
same," Holbrook said.
Talia Sorrentino has already donated her share of points.

•

•

UPS students prepare for Spring registration
By Brandon Lueken

blueken@ups.edu
Senior News Writer
Registration for spring semester is approaching quickly which has the Registrar and the Academic Advising offices
working to make sure everything runs
smoothly.
Registration starts today for graduate
students and seniors, with juniors registering Monday, sophomores registering
Tuesday and Wednesday and freshmen
registering Thursday and Friday.
"For some students, there may be some
business that needs doing before they
register," Assistant Registrar Lori Blake
said.
This business is referred to as registration holds and can include inununizations for diseases or billing queries that
the university has regarding payment that
still need to be taken care of.
Once receiving their code from their
advisors, students are able to pre-register
any time before registration. Some students have problems getting this code.
"Students don't make enough time
to meet with their advisors to get their
codes," Blake said.
That, or students misplace or simply
lose their codes. To regain these codes,
students can go to the registrar's office
and obtain a new copy.
"We encourage students not to wait
until the last minute about registration,"
Academic Advisor Jack Roundy said.
Once registered, some students may
take classes such as music lessons, independent studies or intemships. These
courses cannot be found on the online
registration application. Students must

be approved through the registrar.
And if students can't get into a desired
class, they can get on a waiting list.
Students on the waitlist are encouraged
to show up to the class, for if a student
doesn't show, or decides to drop the class
afterwards, the professor can select a
student from the waitlist entirely at their
discretion.
During and for a week after registration, the Registrar's office records all the
information, makes changes for all the
classes, then sets up open registration,
where all students can make changes on
their own. This might allow a waitlisted
student to be put into the class.
If students are having problems with
getting into classes, selecting a major or
working out their schedule, the office of
Academic Advising is there to help.
Headed by Director Jack Roundy, the
office of Academic Advising will advise
students who have problems.
The office has drop-in hours, and all
of the advisors are available by appointments. They will help advise students
about the benefits of certain departments,
interesting professors, classes that might
help round out their educations or what a
student's four- year plan should be. Some
of the advisors even have a few advisees
that fall through the cracks or that they
take on for a myriad of reasons.
"I have about three dozen advisees. It's
so that I can help them and keep up with
what student's needs and wants are at the
university," Roundy said.
Freshmen also have the option of peer
advisors who can give them advice from
a student's perspective.
"A peer advisor can tell a student about
degree and major requirements, and give

facts on professors. Some people learn
differently, they make sure they get in the
right classes for the right reasons," Peer
Advising Coordinator Colleen Woodrow
said.
Woodrow serves as a liaison between
staff and faculty and then between faculty and peer advisors. The peer advisors
see students during office hours in the
Academic Advising hours and have coffee hours in the café.
"We make sure new students totally
feel comfortable talking about academics
and don't avoid professors," Woodrow
said.

Something else that helps with advising is the degree progress report (DPR),
where students can follow how well their
degree is going, try on new majors and
minors, and see what cores they have
filled, how many credits they've taken
overall and other useful information.
"In the DPR, students can see what
it would look like if they were an Econ
major or an English major. They can preview a set of requirements for a major.
It's the coolest new thing since sliced
bread," Roundy said.
Brandon Lueken is definitely one of those
kids who loses his access code.
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Opposing the liberal gauntlet
who is a member of the U.S. Army.
I myself am not a very flamboyant political person,
however, I believe that a liberal arts school is one of the
first places that people should feel comfortable in stating
their opinions and learning from one another through an
Please stop your liberal ranting. open and respectful discourse created amongst students.
Yeah, that's right; I'm sick and tired
But sadly, this respect can barely manifest itself inside
of feeling as if there is no place for the classroom, and once students leave a mediated situame to state how I feel around this tion, all hell breaks loose.
campus, without a bunch of liberals
I do not believe that the majority of liberals on this
trying to tell me why my ideas are wrong and invalid.
campus take even a second out of their ranting to actuCan you not stop long enough to at least listen to me, ally listen to what a conservative person can add to a
and try to comprehend where it is that I am coming conversation.
from?
In fact, I have come to understand liberal discourse as
Liberals so outweigh conservatives on this campus, , too much talk and not enough action (except of course
that as a result, conservatives spend an ample amount of when peace rallies are held, because that gets a lot taken
time supporting their ideologies and reflecting on what care of).
they believe.
I do not condone or accept every
While this keeps conservatives
aspect of conservatism, just as I
constantly learning and challeng"I believe that a liberal arts would assume that liberals do not
ing their views, liberals tend to school is one of the first places that accept every aspect of their party's
unite and bash anything they feel people should feel comfortable in views' (that is, the liberals who can
is against their beliefs without ever stating their opinions and learning think for themselves), but I do know
questioning it.
that I have come to learn quite a lot
Now correct me if I'm wrong, but from one anot h er t h roug h an open about the travesties that are happenaren't we here to engage in the act and respectful discourse created ing around the world and not beamongst students."
of learning?
ing addressed in American media
I value my liberal arts education
through my father's tour in Iraq this
because my last two years have
past year.
been spent learning from my peers
Yeah, you heard me right. One of
through constructive conversations
your own — a fellow student, is the offspring of a person
about important issues.
who served overseas in this war that you spend hours deHowever, whenever the conversation shifts to politics, bating around your hookahs in your, safe Tacoma homes,
I have yet to find a place or group on campus that will while the closest you will ever get to what is happening
allow me to openly express my views while reflecting on outside of America is your study abroad program and
my peers' opinions. I find it sad that I cannot learn more CNN news ,updates.
about opposing political views from the understandings
While my father spent his time in Iraq, operating on
and interpretations of my peers - but whenever politics wounded soldiers and young Iraqi children, I had no
come up, I am berated and screamed at over why I am place to go with my thoughts, feelings and worries that
inevitably wrong.
surround the reality of having a loved one in a war zone
Since I came to UPS, I have dealt with the fact that who I could barely contact to know that he was safe, let
I come from a conservative family, and I have a father alone help him deal with what he was experiencing.
SEE OPPOSING LIBERALS PAGE 7

Katie Azarow
kazarow@ups.edu
Opinions Assistant Editor
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OPEN-ENDED FORUM
IS PLAGIARISM GROUNDS FOR DISMISSAL?
Whitney Madman, senior
"The Student Integrity Code states that plagiarism is grounds for a number of
penalties, including suspension and expulsion. Such things are not clearly written in
the Faculty Code because it implicitly assumes they would know better. If I can be
expelled, they should be dismissed, especially when I am paying the money."
•
Christi Mosher, sophomore
"It's definitely ground for dismissal. How can students ever have respect for a professor who talks about the importance of original work and then plagiarises?
•

Alex Facque, senior
"How could it not be grounds for dismissal? A professor plagiarising is against
everything they ever teach and pretend to hold as values."

LE17ER TO
THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Are university students to be treated as adults?
This question seems to be at the heart of issue of faculty plagiarism at UPS. Last week's edition of "The
Trail" exposed that a professor engaged in multiple
episodes of plagiarism, who is now teaching a thesis
seminar. This professor has gone almost unpunished
for the last several years.
As a student I take two bitter lessons away from
reading this news: first that we are not held to equal
standards of honesty as the faculty and administration and are not considered responsible adults. Second, though we as students (or at least our families)
pay for the operation of this institution, we can expect little accountability when it comes to the quality of the education we receive here.
In the first week of every semester I have had here,
I have heard a dire lecture about the consequences,
both ethical and academic, of plagiarism. Most professors state in no uncertain terms they would gladly
kick a student out of class if they were caught plagiarizing. Other professors say that they would seek
expulsion, a policy that I agree with. Expulsion is in
fact one of the normal consequences of student plagiarism, and I personally know of at least one case
where this punishment has been carried out.
So when I hear that a professor has been caught
in major acts of plagiarism in scholarly work, I am
shocked to hear that they have not only not been
fired, but not even censured. Are professors to be
held to lower standards, even though they are professional academics? That is the only conclusion I
can draw. While I am confident that the vast majority of professors do not engage in plagiarism, it is
happening. That other members of the faculty are
aware of it make the rules applied to students seem
more than slightly hypocritical.
Part of a liberal arts education is developing a
close relationship with your professors. The goal is
too learn from professors as human beings, rather
than the large lecture format of the state university
system. When an event like this occurs, it breaks
the bond of trust that is essential for students and
professors. It also calls into question the ethics and
legitimacy of everything we are being taught. I've
been taught to analyze and question my professor's
opinions and beliefs, but it's a shame that I might
have to question their honesty and integrity.
The disrespect of the cover-up is hard to bear.
When investigating this issue the Trail staff were reminded they were simply a student newspaper, and
shouldn't push their luck.
That is unacceptable not only because it fails in
even the most basic transparency, but also because
it demonstrates a lack of respect for student enterprises. The administration shouldn't have to be reminded that they are here for us, and that until they
start their own newspaper The Trail is just as much
their voice as it is a student voice.
Though here to receive an education, the students
of UPS are legal adults, and should be treated as
such. If there were some mitigating circumstances
about this case that warranted the continued employment of the professor, we as the university's
students deserved to hear both the crime and the
reasons for the judgment. I have always heard from
my professors that academic dishonesty affects the
whole community. If this is truly the case, then why
aren't the students who this affects informed?
Students should be seen as equal members of the
university community, we are responsible for the
running of this institution, through our tuition dollars and overall participation, just as much as the
facult) is. Yet when it comes down to important
matters like this issue of faculty plagiarism, the
university seems to think they aren't accountable to
students. Or even go as far to believe that they are
not required to inform the students about important
issues that directly affect the students. If the university is to be competitive, not to mention provide a
meaningful education to its students, it can't afford
this kind of slipup.
I am usually quite proud to be a student at this
school, and have had the utmost respect for my professors. It is for that reason that I find this situation
so hard to stomach. If the administration hopes to fix
this situation, they need to start by admitting their
fault, and offering an explanation for their activities.
Perhaps there is a legitimate reason for this professor to be kept on, but it is simply not enough for
StUllelltS Lk) IldVC 1.0 dNSLIIIIC WM. VVC nVUI 1tCCU dlltt

deserve to hear an explanation of what happened.

Sincerely,
Peter Braun
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LETTER TO THE Proving reality is non-existent
Opinions writer
EDITOR
sets out to prove
To the Editor:
The accusations of plagiarism ("Faculty Plagiarism
Exposed" Trail 4 November 2005) are a black mark
on the University. As an alum, I am saddened and
disgusted that plagiarism by a member of the faculty
would occur at an institution that I called home for
four years.
More disheartening though, is that the alleged acts
occurred while I was a student. I now seriously question the integrity and authenticity of my Puget Sound
considering the possibility I was taught by a plagiarist. Decker and Choudhury do a fine job of exposing
the bureaucracy that stymies criticism and impedes
disciplinary procedures in the name of confidentiality.
I call on President Thomas and Dean Bartanen
to fully investigate the accusations put forth in The
Trail. All members of the University community,
faculty, staff, students and alumni should be ashamed
that there is a plagiarist in our midst.

Sincerely,
Blaire Notrica '05

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
To the Editor,
Last week's issue of the Trail ran a story that raises
concern about a case of faculty plagiarism. The article alleges that the matter was not addressed, because
like student disciplinary processes and outcomes,
employee evaluations and personnel processes and
outcomes are confidential. Neither the student writers
nor their sources had complete knowledge of the situation. The writers have asked important questions.
However, some of their facts are incorrect, some are
omitted and, as a result, their inferences or conclusions are incorrect.
The University of Puget Sound takes academic honesty seriously. The Academic Honesty Policy outlines
processes for addressing concerns regarding student
work. The Faculty Code outlines governance processes for faculty evaluation and grievances for addressing concerns regarding faculty work. In both arenas
there is a range of sanctions that may be applied to
address plagiarism and other performance issues. The
Faculty Advancement Committee, the group of faculty peers who, with the academic dean, conducts thorough reviews of faculty performance, addressed the
evidence and concern about faculty plagiarism when
the issue came to them in 2003-04.
The university will continue to address any additional allegations through those established processes
in order to maintain an educational environment of
integrity.

Neo's complete opposite (and he is referenced this way
in the third film).
Mr. Smith, an agent of order, is a symbol of the rationality and fatalism that exists in purely logical ordered
worlds. It is not surprising to me that hope, love, chaos
and life coexist here in a constant struggle against inevitability, rationality, order and death.
The Matrix points out the constant struggle against
entropy that all life beings face: the struggle to survive
and flourish against the inevitability of death. This
Sam Richardson
struggle is infinite; death does not stop life, it merely
creates it anew.
srichardson@ups.edu
However, in real life the world does not end and reOpinions Writer
start (or so I hope) every so often. This is because there
is nothing whatsoever capable of ending it for us/ruinGet over yourselves and have some fun! These days, ing our party. In "The Matrix," both Smith and Neo
you and I have two things in common. The first is that are endowed with powers that let them see and control
we are college students. The second is that there is no their world both completely and equally.
such thing as reality. Really, it's true!
In the end, this culminates with the destruction of
Assuming both factors are sound, it is my humble the world when both figures — the agents of chaos and
opinion that with no such thing as a "real world," we all order collide cataclysmically, forcing a complete end
might as well drink wine til we puke and make up fun to all existence within the matrix, and destroying one
gods that actually do things once
another in the process.
in a while, like the Romans did.
This proves to me that there
Let me tell you why this course
"This proves to me that there is no is no such thing as a God in the
of action makes sense to me and such thing as a God in the common common sense: there is no perwhy Dionysus should be God for a sense: there is no perfect being ca- fect being capable of fully undercouple weeks at least.
standing the entirety of all that
The popular culture phenom- pable of fully understanding the en- exists. I do believe in the idea
tirety
of
all
that
exists.
I
believe
that
enon, "The Matrix," is a movie
that there is some form, which
that simultaneously entertained us God does not exist because I cannot exists as all things at once, and
find
argument
against
the
fact
that
and at the same time opened up a
that it could be termed "God,"
post-modern Pandora's Box for the there is no actual destruction of mat- but I do not believe that there
ter or creation of matter, there is only is any specific plan involved.
general public.
Everybody (who is anybody) has entropy."
In fact, I believe this "It" which
seen it and is probably still wonencompasses everything is actudering what the hell was going on
ally maintained by its own infiwith all those gothic robots and innite nature: the universe.
fected-looking head-plugs. Ignoring the three-movieI believe that this God does not exist, because I canlong plot, I would like to explain the characters as they not find argument against the fact that there is no actual
all relate to forces of the universe.
destruction of matter or creation of matter; there is only
First off, Neo: This ex-pot smoking hippie/confused entropy. The matter in our bodies has been around forbadass is the embodiment of life and hope. Mr. Smith, ever, and always will be.
his opposite, embodies death, inevitability and rationalTherefore, we cannot be separate to the universe, but
ity. The Oracle symbolizes chaos, and The Architect, are instead just as much a part of it as any other thing.
order.
If that is true, and the universe and everything are all
On a bit of a tangent, Trinity is a metaphor for love part of the same whole, then we are a part of what could
and Morpheus is faith. The battle between humans and be considered "God." It is this infinite yet homogenous
robots symbolizes Darwinism as well as the struggle nature that allows it to exist continuously, without a
against slavery: survival of the fittest and the struggle "restart."
against dehumanization, but you already knew that.
As we can see in "The Matrix," the fatal flaw of the
It becomes apparent in the second movie that The system is that the two most critically opposed compoOracle and The Architect are competing. For some rea- nents of reality, chaos and order become fully aware of
son, the matrix chronically experiences an unending their ultimate influence on their world. This is essenstruggle in which some hero (Neo in his many reincar- tially a cage because of the definite boundaries and the
nations) attempts to save the day and is usually beaten possibility of escape.
down by forces against him, which ends the world.
Once Neo-chaos and Smith-order become fully conThen the robots restart it.
scious of their world, they fight the inevitable battle
If neo is love, life and hope, and he is also an agent of and destroy each other completely. Close curtains: the
chaos (The Oracle), then it can be said that Mr. Smith is world ends.
SEE REALITY PAGE 7

the non-existence
of God

Sincerely,
Kris Bartanen
Academic Vice President and
Dean of the University

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.
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it CIA leak wreaks conspiracy LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
mitted by Bush and his cronies. Even though, my job
is not on the line, I still considered it much more than
"background noise." So why doesn't Bush?
Opinions Writer
My hope is that this could be the big scandal that
brings the administration down. Some parts are already
starting to crumble and with any luck, the whole strucThe leak of one CIA agent's iden- ture
will be destroyed.
tity has shaken things up in the
If I, a mere citizen, can see such great potential conseWhitehouse. In case you haven't quences
this affair, then why can Bush not underbeen following the news, here is stand thefrom
implications of the leak? Especially considera little recap of events, according to "The Wall Street ing that his friends are in trouble for violating federal
Journal." Pre-war 2003, the Bush administration law
and that this leak put someone's security at risk
claimed Iraq had purchased uranium from Niger to (which should be a slap in the face to the Bush camp
make nuclear weapons.
that our security is their top priority), one
In July 2003, ambassador to Niger Joseph Wilson, who swears
think this would bother our president.
reminded the administration of his 2002 investigative would
I'm going to go out on a limb and say that the Presireport that concluded this was "highly doubtful" and dent's
lack of concern is not the reason for his "no comaccused the government of distorting facts to promote ment" position. His actions are not surprising. He is
their Iraq war agenda.
doing what anyone would do in
Next, "two senior administra
his place - dodging questions
tion officials" met with a handful
and trying to distance himself
of well-known journalists and durfrom the situation.
ing the course of their meeting reIf I, a mere citizen, can see such
with the indictment
vealed the identity of a CIA agent, great potential consequences from ofHowever,
Libby,
it
is
increasingValerie Plame, who just so hap- this affair, why then cannot Bush ly difficult forgetting
Bush and Cheney
pened to be Wilson's wife.
understand the implications of the to wash their hands clean.
Eight days after Wilson's public leak?
As the story continues to uncriticism and attack of the Bush
fold
there is more press coveradministration, his wife's underage
and
public attention. The
cover work and possibly her permotives for releasing Plame's
sonal safety were compromised
identity are under tremendous
when an article was published with
scrutiny, and rightfully so.
this previously classified information.
Was
it
just
a
slip
of
the
tongue, or were popular jourAfter many months of investigative work, Special
singled out to be given this highly sensitive
Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald had Karl Rove, Bush's nalists
information in hopes that an explosive story would
top political advisor and Deputy Chief of Staff, along emerge?
with I. Lewis Libby, Cheney's Chief of Staff, quesDid Libby really have "memory lapses" when he
tioned in front of a grand jury.
claimed
not to remember his conversation with jourBush's response to inquiries is something along the nalists, as
by his attorneys in the Los Angeles
lines of being too busy doing his job to be caught up Times? Or stated
is he flat-out lying? Was the timing merely
with "background noise," as noted in The New York a coincidence or did Bush's pals want to silence their
Times. This claim is almost humorous given the exten- critic,
Wilson?
sive vacation time Mr. Bush has enjoyed while holding
If
this
indeed another one of the administration's
the title of United States President. However, there is attempts is
to
muffle voices of disapproval, it has, thanksomething else that concerns me.
fully, not fully succeeded.
When I first came across this story, it roused my inEmily Knudsen reserves her alliances for the FBI. The CIA
terest because it contained some of my favorite topics:
is all talk anyway.
journalism, politics and the indisputable atrocities comEmily Knudsen

eknudsen@ups.edu

Reality
Thus, we are analogous to Neo in
"The Matrix," in terms of our motivations. We fight against age and
death to become more fully aware
of our surroundings. Hell, that's science.
If the world was a big freaking
box and we were all stuck in it, our
consciousness would eventually expand to a point that would allow us
to see the limits of our own cage,
and we would try to break free.
It is only in this kind of world
where a kind of God can actually
exist. Only in an artificial vacuum
can there be fully conscious masters who control and manipulate

each variable unbeknownst to the
enslaved.
In a natural world, where we can
never expand our own consciousness past the boundaries of space
and time, there can be no master
because he would be the sum of all
parts of the universe, and therefore
fully conscious.
Not all the parts of the universe
(suns, planets, trees etc.) are fully
conscious, but instead act purely
of their own unconscious nature,
which proves that whoever or whatever God may be, he is just an everexpanding mass of very content ordered chaos, with no actual opinion

Opposing Liberals

1111

I had no place to go here because
the campus bubble has yet to reveal
itself to me as a place where differing
political views can be expressed.
Not only does this hurt me, but it
also alienates me from communities
on campus where I believe I should
feel comfortable.
All I am asking is for liberals to
shut up once in a while, and without
interjecting, listen to what your conservative peer is saying.
Not only will it surprise you to hear
their voice for once in the conversation, but it may even help you to see
where they are coming from, and
allow you to verbalize to them why
you believe otherwise.
I know that while my father was
gone, I dealt everyday with intense
emotions that I was too scared to ver-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
on anything.
This brings me back to my main
point, then. Now that I have just
proved that God doesn't care what
you do (although others might),
have some more fun in life!
All I know is that I am getting a
keg or two this weekend, and I think
if I am not too hung over on Saturday, I am going to get a tattoo of
Loki, the Norse god of chaos on my
back. Poker on Sunday. Holler.
Sam Richardson knows how to have
a good time. He loves anything that
embraces reckless abandon.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

balize in fear that I would be berated,
or even just looked at in a different
light because of the fact that someone in my family was fighting in the
war that this campus spends so much
time yelling about.
Why waste your time protesting
the war with 1500 other students on
campus that feel the same way, when
you could channel your energy towards supporting troops overseas?
While this does happen on occasion, I urge you to figure out the goal
of your protesting beforehand. If you
cannot find a legitimate goal, then
why are you doing it?
The looks and comments that were
given to me when I would walk into
the Rotunda to see what the war protesting was all about made me feel
unwelcome and misunderstood.
I entered this school with the hopes

Eating
crab

5

of learning from my peers and becoming more open-minded through
discourse with others that I would
never have encountered unless I had
attended a liberal arts school.
So far though, when it comes to
politics, I have yet to learn anything
except that liberals spend a s**t load
of their time yelling about problems
and wearing out their vocal chords
before they have time to begin talking about solutions.
Take this for what it is, and see
that what I propose is an environment where students can have open
discussions and perhaps learn something from one another. Then, you
can show me that you understand by
simply listening to me next time I
have something to say.

Catching
crabs

Katie Azarow is going to lay the
smackdown on your liberal a**.

Dear Editor,
Last week I attended a discussion in the Rotunda on
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, where panelists and
students discussed what we, as activists and citizens,
can do about it. The students at one point expressed
their concern that America is still deeply racist, as evidenced by the slow rescue efforts to help those who
were hit hardest in the wake of the hurricane: the black
working-class community. Professor Dexter Gordon
asked the students at one point whether we thought the
anti-racist sentiments in the room were a bit exaggerated. I was shocked when nearly every student in the
room shook their heads in disagreement.
No one in their left mind would deny that what we
witnessed in the New York Times and on television
points to the tragic disparity among races in the United
States. The fact that the nearly all the crowds we saw
in the media were black, starving and dying reminded
us that to be poor is often to be black. However, when
we're told what Katrina exposed is the tragic reality of
systematic racism in the United States, we must certainly be steeped in some rude ideology if we cannot
illuminate this oversimplification.
To blame racism is what our sensationalist media
outlets do to grab attention, not something that we, "as
intellectuals," ought to do. "Racism" is an easy way
for—dare I say? — ideologues like Jessie Jackson to
compare the New Orleans convention center— where
the refugees were first gathered—to "the hull of a slave
ship." But racism is not the real reason for slow rescue
efforts.
Do we honestly believe that if it were the workingclass whites of New Orleans who lived closest to the
levees, everyone would have stayed dry? Fifty thousand guardsmen would have been waiting outside of
the city as soon as Katrina popped up on the Doppler
screen. The National Guard would have magically
lifted the deep-seated bureaucracy that allows states to
call up soldiers only when it is proven that they are
needed. The Navy would have foreseen that refugees
would number in the tens of thousands and would have
started the process of loading rescue ships with food
and water weeks before the storm. And FEMA would
have suddenly morphed into a well-organized and dependable government outfit.
The fact that the black working-class was affected
the greatest should suggest a legacy of racism in New
Orleans, rather than some kind of perpetual and systematic governmental racism currently extant, as some
would have us believe. But it's not only the legacy of
Southern racism at fault; it's also the legacy of an unsuccessful (yet popular) poverty-reduction program
Let's count our lessons. When we throw specific
group-identity politics into the mix we do not address
the overarching socioeconomic problems in the status
quo. It unnecessarily divides the working-class into
isolated groups, perpetuating inter-group tension and
distracting the identities from the beating heart of this
issue: class. I am of the view that this kind of distraction is the ideal scenario for those in power to perpetuate the class inequalities, if they so desired. Resources
and organizational opportunities for positive change
are now being wasted in the insistent campaign to spin
the conservatives, or perhaps even white people in
toto, as "racists" when we could be addressing more
relevant issues like global warming, freer relief spend
ing and sluggish bureaucracies.
And now, since there will be so much reconstruction, reviving the commerce of New Orleans provides
a great opportunity for black-owned businesses to enter markets they had no access to before Katrina blew
everything away. It is my dream that the reconstruction will establish a solid, black, working community
which the legatees of racism and class-struggle deserve
very much.
Sincerely,
Joseph La Sac

We encourage faculty
editorials! Write to us:
trailops@ups.edu
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UPS old and new, Turnbull has seen it all
By Eric Englund

eenglund@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Editor
Professor Mary Turnbull has been part of the University of Puget Sound for longer than most of her students
have been alive. She's been teaching in the English department since 1979, and spent a year of college at UPS
more than a decade earlier. Her maiden name was Mary
Thompson and the science and math building is actually
named after her family.
She originally attended Northwestern University in
Chicago, but transferred to UPS for her sophomore year
before finally moving on to finish her undergraduate
studies at the University of Washington. She majored
in French while focusing on Latin and German before
returning to UPS to study comparative literature, her
graduate career.
"I never thought I'd become a teacher," Turnbull said.
"I always thought I'd go into some kind of business."
Turnbull was married in March of 1967 at the age of
21, right before the infamous "summer of love" during
the Vietnam era. The marriage strongly influenced her
decision to transfer to the University of Washington because her husband went to school there. While attending
school she lived in a house near the University District.
"This was an incredible time of change in the country," Turnbull said. "University Avenue, also known as
The Ave, represented the extremity of this new world.
It was changing from innocent to dark. There were always strange whisperings as I'd pass through the Ave
and there was a big drug culture in the area. I stayed
away from that scene in favor of reading and pursuing
my academics."
While at UW, Turnbull and her companions took advantage of the countless things to do in Seattle. Turnbull
enjoyed kayaking and spending time outdoors. Many of
her classes were cancelled due to strikes while the Vietnam War's impact was in full effect. This resulted in
time for Turnbull to pursue extracurricular activities.
"I know I had lots of fun," Turnbull said. "It's so long
ago that I have trouble remembering everything my
friends and I did in our free time."
Turnbull taught for 10 years and earned her doctorate
before she was hired at UPS. Things have changed drastically since she rejoined the community in 1979.

Back then, the university was more like PLU is today and students attending both institutions were mainly
from Washington.
"I remember when the music building was a farmhouse
over in the arboretum," Turnbull said. "The campus has
grown to meet students' needs. It's fantastic to see the
diversity and I always have great students in my classes.
I appreciate my colleagues and it is a terrific working
atmosphere."
Turnbull remembers when the Wheelock Student
Center and many of the other buildings were built and
renovated. The physical therapy and facilities buildings
are some of the only parts of campus that are the same
as they used to be.
One of the biggest differences is that freshmen live in
residence halls now, which allows them to reside with
their peers. When Turnbull was younger, it was cornmon for couples to marry during college and move in
together off campus.
The soccer teams are a recent addition to the campus
as well, as are the crew, lacrosse, rugby and hockey programs. As UPS has branched out, so have the clubs and
extracurricular activities available on campus.
"It seems like students are still really interested in music," Turnbull said. "Lots of the kids in my classes like
outdoor activities. Overall, the students here seem to
have balanced lives with a lot of diversity."
When asked about the social lives of Puget Sound
students, Turnbull was unsure about late night activities
and parties.
"I don't know because I don't go," Turnbull said. "My
students always seem coherent during class, including
the early morning ones. After the last night of classes
and the late night breakfast in the SUB, the campus is
always so dead the next day, so someone is obviously
doing something."
Mary Turnbull is an exceptionally kind woman and a
great professor. She continues to elicit smiles from her
students and helps them succeed in their courses. She's
involved on all levels, supporting students during their
years at UPS and even staying in contact with many of
her pupils after they graduate.
"People always say that college is the best four years
of your life," Turnbull said. "While it is a great time of
learning and growth, you will also have fabulous experiences afterwards. We tend to forget the bad stuff that
went on and only remember the positive elements."

•
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Professor Mary Turnbull elicits smiles from her students.
Always optimistic, Turnbull has the uncanny ability
of turning frowns to smiles and passing along wisdom
gained from her own college and life experiences to her
students. If you ever have the opportunity to take a class
from her, I strongly recommend it.

•

Eric Englund highly enjoys Rachel Decker's daily attire,
but wishes she'd rock the headband more often.

Hui-0 Hawaii club spreads aloha awareness at UPS •
"We wanted to help a lot of people, and
really get into the service mode," Morita
said.
Club members will advertise at tables
in the SUB until the actual event on Nov.
16 and 17. With a nation desperate for
supplies after the recent natural disasters,
the club is doing a great service in organizing this event.
Anyone can donate, including off-campus friends and family (barring medical
restrictions). Morita encouraged not only
club members but also friends and family
to come give blood and help run tables
to get people signed up for the two big
days.
Morita was quick to point out that you
don't have to be from Hawaii to take part
in the fun. Anyone can benefit from the
activities and excursions, as well as the
exposure to another culture.
The sign-up tables for the blood drive
will be in the SUB until Nov. 16. For more
information about giving blood, contact
Tricia Usagawa at tusagawa@ups.edu or
call 1-808-429-3276. Also, feel free to
drop by their meetings, held in SUB 101
every Wednesday at 7:15 pm. Just listen
for the rounds of aloha!

The Hui-0 Hawaii Club convenes for one of its weekly meetings in the SUB.

games, it is also a learning experience for
those involved.
"We're trying to have club members
experience what the West has to offer,
give them experiences they can't get back
home," Morita said.
At the meeting, the group conducted official business, signing up and paying for
their numerous scheduled events. These
include a Seahawks game, a bowling
night and a retreat.
The wide range of activities available
ensures that each member will be able to
attend at least one, and everyone will be
exposed to a part of the culture in Tacoma
and the Pacific Northwest.
During the meeting, Morita requested
that Hui-0 Hawaii club photos be brought
in by members for the website.
"Bring in pictures or we'll just have
to steal them from your facebook and
myspace," Morita said.
Along with photos, they are also collecting traditional Hawaiian recipes to
create a cookbook later in the year in conjunction with the annual spring luau.
Right now, the big event that's on everyone's mind is the upcoming blood drive
during the second week of November.
Hui-0 Hawaii is hosting it, and the preparations take time.

"It should have
more 'Hey You'
ads."

"I want to see
Lipika and Eric
have more
authority."

"I don't read it
much, so it
could probably
be better ."

The members of the Hui-0 Hawaii club
at UPS are a fun-loving bunch. Their
meetings are filled with laughter and joking, with many of the jokes coming from
the president himself, senior Brandon
Almost everyone knows that "aloha" Morita.
means hello, goodbye and I love you
The 20 members, all from Hawaii or
in Hawaiian. For a group of students at nearby areas, laughed right along with
Puget Sound, "aloha" is not just a word, it him, adding little jokes and games of their
is a way of living.
own, yet as much as the club is fun and

By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer

"I want it to
come out on a
daily basis."

Stephanie Syrett would join the Hui-0 Hawaii club if she wasn't a Californian.

Ryan Dumm

Johanna Rolt

Emily Sabelhaus

Ray Wasson

junior

sophomore

senior

senior
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS
•

Neva Dinova, Orenda
Fink and The Most
Serene Republic

8 p.m. on Nov. 11
@ the SUB

Tickets available at the door for $5
$4 with a can of food

RDG
Dro
7 p.m. on
Dean of St
will be av
Nov. 11 & 12
@ Wilson High
School

a

University Symphony
Orchestra
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 11
Schneebeck Concert Hall

Tickets available at the
Info Center
$5 for UPS students
$7 for the general public

CAMPUS FILMS
NOV 11-12: Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory

Painting by Elise Richman and
photographs of ANWR
Nov. 11-12

MC 103 FRI @ 9:30 P.M. & MIDNIGHT
SAT @ 8 & 10:30 P.M.
SUN @ 6 & 8:30 P.M.

a

•

Or

At Kittredge This Weekend:

HOURS: F: 10 A.M.-5 P.M. S: NOON-5 P.M.

SEATTLE

Kim

drop-in vis
1:30 —
in her
each w =
office in Wheelock
Student Center 208•
Feel free to stop by if you have
an issue to discuss or just want
to get acquainted.
Hope to see you there!

Got an event you'd like to
publicize?
E-mail The Trail at trail@ups.edu

TACOMA

SATURDAY NOV. 12
11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Disney on Ice presents Finding Nemo
at the Key Arena
8 p.m. Henry Rollins at the Moore Theatre
8 p.m. Bonnie Raitt at the Paramount Theatre
8 p.m. Broken Social Scene at the Showbox Theatre
SUNDAY NOV. 13
• 1:15 p.m. division leading Seattle Seahawks vs. St. Louis Rams
at Qwest Field
8 p.m. Jason Mraz at the Paramount Theatre
TUESDAY NOV. 15
12:15 p.m. NCAA basketball BCA Classic finals at the Bank of
America Arena

THURSDAY NOV. 17
11 a.m. Engineering and building expo at Bates Technical College.

FRIDAY NOV. 11
8 p.m. Rascal Flatts with Blake
Shelton & Keith Anderson at the
Tacoma Dome. Tickets available
at all Ticketmaster locations.

FRIDAY NOV. 18
7:30 p.m. Lincoln football vs.
Auburn at the Tacoma Dome

SATURDAY NOV. 12
Zimbabwe Artists Project at the
Tacoma Public Library. It runs
until the end of November.
SUNDAY NOV. 13
8 p.m. Finale of "Lilies of the
Field" at the Lakewood Playhouse.

SATURDAY NOV. 19
4 p.m. The first night of Jingle
Bell Bash at the Tacoma Dome.
Tickets available at all Ticketmaster locations.

WEDNESDAY NOV. 16
8 p.m. Depeche Mode at the Key Arena

I•

FRIDAY NOV. 18
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. Chicago Bulls at the Key Arena
7 p.m. 9th annual Get Snowed in Party featuring Harvey Danger
and The Divorce at the Seattle Pyramid Alehouse. Tickets cost $12
and are available at www.1077theend.com
7:30 p.m. Seattle based Flying Spot Pictures is premiering its
latest film, "Platinum:The Legendary Banked Slalom, 20 years and
beyond" at Fremont Studios
8 p.m. Death Cab for Cutie at the Paramount Theatre

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Point Defiance is great for outdoor enthusiasts and offers a fantastic zoo.

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
S

"Finding Nemo on Ice at the Key Arena
on Nov. 12 at 11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m."

"Death Cab for Cutie is performing at the
Paramount Theatre on Nov. 18 at 8 p.m."

"Harry Potter comes out on Nov. 19
in a theatre near you."

—Katie Azarow, Opinions Editor

—Sam Hardy, Features Editor

—Chelsea Taylor, News Editor
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In only eight weeks tryouts, weekly rehearsals,
tech week and two performances are completed.
In only eight weeks 140 dancers put their hearts,
souls and bodies through extreme stress, tension
and dedication to put on what the UPS community fondly refers to as the Repertory Dance
Group's Fall Performance.
Repertory Dance Group, or RDG, is one of
the biggest clubs on campus, completely studentrun and completely dedicated to its art: dance.
The name repertory says it all. With approximately 140 people involved, there is bound to be a variety of skills, talents and roles to fulfil, along with a
variety of styles and techniques to show off.
This semester is no exception, with 15 dances
of effortless lyrical movements and intense hiphop steps. There are two performances, Nov. 11
and 12, at 7:00 P.M at Wilson High School.
This semester, expect to see a variety of hip
hop and lyrical pieces, what with the 16 different
choreographers involved in the process.
All 16 of these choreographers have created a
vision and put it into action, and all love to see the
final product.
"I love choreographing. It is so rewarding to
see a piece that I have put together as a finished
product up on the stage as an expression of my-
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self," senior Matt Elm said.
Elm is taking on the challenge of choreographing two dances this semester. Additionally,
he serves as the Historian on the executive board.
He has choreographed during his four years at
UPS and has thoroughly enjoyed the process and
his involvement. It is because RDG has rewarded
him so greatly that he has decided to become
more involved each year.
"This organization is something I really care
about," Elm said. "It is probably my best experience at UPS, so I want to be a part of it in as
many ways as I can."
But RDG includes all students interested in
dancing, no matter the experience or skills, which
is part of the reason why RDG boasts one of the
biggest club memberships. Such is the case with
senior Maureen McDonald, who is a first-time
participant this semester. Like most students in
RDG, the struggle to learn how to dance, and her
involvement in RDG, proved to be a promising
one.
"It was such a challenge learning how to
dance. It's much scarier being on the other side
of the stage this time," McDonald said. "But my
choreographers were so patient and everyone has
been so supportive of RDG and my participation

in it. I'm really happy I joined this semester."
Perhaps that is what makes RDG different from other clubs — the level of support is
unmatched by any other club on campus, whether
it be from interclub or the campus community.
Both shows last year were nearly sold out. Whereas many feel support from their choreographers,
such as McDonald, other members also find it
from their peers in the audience.
"The performance is fun and that much better
because you know a lot of people sitting in the
audience," senior dancer Erin Karn said. "It's just
such a good feeling to know that people are enjoying all the hard work you've put in."
For Natasha Kulis, this semester wraps up her
role as RDG president, as the term for president
runs from the end of one fall semester to the
next. Kulis has mixed emotions about leaving her
role.
"Part of me will miss it so much," Kulis said.
`But the role is very demanding, and I think I'm at
the point where I'm ready to let someone else take
the reigns. It's been such a learning and leadership
experience, but I know the next president will do
a great job."
As president, Kulis has made a wholehearted
effort to know her dancers, observe practices and

effect as much positive ch
cause she's been a membe
UPS experience, she's see
with each new presider
the past officers have don
president has made RDG

RDG C
Rache

Losing
hopes the next president
tion.
Like any true leader,
statement about her pr
ing her executive board.
"My officers are am
just so nice to have an exe
does their fair share and g
hold the title of president,
show on without them.
ers."
Kulis does triple duty
dent, choreographer and
hip hop piece). This sem
,
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(From left to right) Nina Kramer-Feldman,
Katie Lind, Caitlin Bloomquist, Kelsey Pobanz,
Chai Steffan, Julie Weiss, Carrie Sabochik,
Maureen McDonald, Rachelle Ryness, Franny
Allen.

e as possible. BeRDG for her entire
p changes that come
wipreciates all that
effig that each new
tie better, and only

ecker

.11t)ntrol
ontinue the tradis can't get through a
,without mention" Kulis said. "It's
ve committee that
the extra mile. I
t I couldn't put the
lively on my officsemester, as presier (she is in Elm's
she chose to cho-

reograph a lyrical piece to Joss Stone's "Spoiled."
Kulis claims that above all else, a vision is so crucial to the creativity of her piece, and that vision is
often a challenge to find.
"The music really has to hit me," Kulis said.
"And visions hit me at the weirdest of times. But
it's that vision that's really important. What
is even harder is not just having the vision,
but also being able to verbalize that concept
and put it into musical movement. One of
the great challenges of choreographing is the
correlation between what you foresaw and the
actual dance that comes about."
This creativity that Kulis refers to is crucial to
all members of RDG, and most especially choreographers. What becomes specific to choreographers, though, is that vision she cites.
Senior James Gowdy, a hip-hop choreographer (some of you may remember his "Cheeseburger Dance" from last semester), says visions
come to him at the oddest of times.
"If you look at my notebooks you'll see
doodles of choreography and formations in the
margins of my notes," Gowdy said. "Being a
choreographer, you're required to stay on top of
all those little details you might not think about
if you're just dancing. Yet as stressful as that is,

Ily Hoke and Alyssa Benner.

it makes the dance that much more intensive and
rewarding."
Although different styles and techniques meet
each other in this club, what seems to continually bring all members, and their differing skills,
experiences and personalities is the support and
unity found within, along with a common love for
all types of dancing.
"We're all learning at the same time and working towards the same goal," Gowdy said. "RDG
provides a venue for one of the most common
things you can bond over — who doesn't like to
dance?"
Freshman Tabitha Hilton is new to RDG
this year, but has already noticed the outlet RDG
provides for her. As a dancer of nine years, she
recognizes the rush of feeling when performing
on stage and participating in a club where she can
express how much she loves to dance.
"RDG makes me feel happy, because I get to
do something I love," Hilton said.
And each year the support, along with the
creativity, grows, which is what keeps dancers (and
fans) coming back again and again.
Senior and three-time choreographer Sabrina
Gentry loves to choreograph, citing the rewards
of improved technique and the incredible feel-

ing of sharing your art. She also enjoys seeing all
the puzzle pieces, like the details and differences
within RDG, put together.
"It's always amazing to watch the different
styles within RDG and the different levels of
dance ability come together for an amazing show,"
Gentry said.
You won't want to miss this amazing show,
so get your ticket now Tickets are available at the
Info Center for $5. Wilson High School is located
at 11th and Orchard. If you can't acquire or manage transportation, or if you'd like to have some
fun, party buses will leave at 6:15 P.M. from both
Greek Row and the Cafe. And don't forget that
this time around, there's general seating, so you
might want to get to Wilson early for enhanced
viewing pleasure.
The show is sure not to disappoint its many
fans, as Kulis promises each dance offers something new and different.
"We have such a unique way of putting on a
show. That's what makes RDG so great," Kulis
said. 'We have all these little quirks and diverse
backgrounds that we bring to the table and use to
put on this amazing show"
"Lose Control," RDG.
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6. WEDDING DAY
ROSIE THOMAS

By Rachel Decker

rdecker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
No matter what I do or where
I go, I'm always faced with decisions. Should Sports return to
the back page? Should I please
people I hate? Should I visit people who I will only miss more
strongly once they're gone?
You face them too. And more
often than not, they are in no way
easy decisions. We all choose
what to eat for dinner ... and
most of us can handle that. Still,
it's often said that a true test of
character is determined not by
those easy, everyday decisions,
but more so by those difficult situations in which you frequently
have no idea what you're doing.
Your true character shines when
you don't know what to do yet
manage to make the better decision. And your true character is
revealed particularly when you
make the right decision.
It's never been more apparent
than now that I've been making
some of the most difficult and
important decisions of my life.
I see these notions of character and decision in my favorite
Rosie Thomas song,"Wedding
Day." Although officially an
most superficially about the sadness of break-ups and the fleeting
nature of love, I think its deeper
meaning can be applied to decision-making.
Thomas sings in a crystal
clear, beautiful voice about her
plans, her road trips full of cassette tapes and loose change, the
friends she'll meet and the violins she'll hear. And although she
explicitly states, in a wonderfully
simple line about a bad break-up,
"I'm going to drive over hills,
over mountains, and canyons
and boys that keep bringing me
down," there might be a little
more to the line that I missed on
first listen.
For me, the significance of the
song is plain and simple: sophomore year was tough, and in
the middle of what we'll just affectionately call my sophomore
slump, I was given this song as
a light amid the dull Tacoma
rain. And boy, did it highlight a
few key words like "perspective"
and "decisions." Perspective,
because the song offers so much
of it, and decisions, because the
song forces us, the listener, to
make a few. Let me explain.
The perspective in Thomas'
song refers to a speaker who's
"been wronged" (to use her
words) but spins a completely
different light on her misfortune:
So much for love
I've been wronged but it's all
right cause I'm moving on
I'm going to drive under skyline and sunshine and drink
good wine in vineyards and
get asked to dance
Thomas isn't going to wallow
in her self-pity; instead, she's

going to travel in a completely
opposite direction. This separation is going to take her to places
she's never seen, make her do
things she's never done. In other
words, the separation is good.
As for decisions, in a grand
sense the song represents one
large decision for Thomas. She
decides to leave her sadness and
confusion behind, instead taking a plunge, desiring to "drive
through the hills," "flirt with the
cowboys" and let nothing pass
her by ever again. And this messac,e .gets passed on to the listener.
She implies that you can choose
to wallow in your decisions,
wondering for days about what
you'll do and whether you'll take
a plunge, but that you shouldn't
leave so much room for reservation. Thomas is excited to jump
right into this newfound freedom:
I've had enough of love it
feels
good to give up so good to be
good to myself
I'm gonna stop at every bar
and flirt with the cowboys in
front of their girlfriends
And she's encouraging our inhibition as well. She's urging us
to make a decision. The separation may be hard, and the decisions we make may be anything
but easy, but they are best for us.
"It's so good to be good to myself," she sings, recognizing the
importance of her decision. The
separation was hard, and we can
tell that from the emotion behind
her word choice and the strength
with which she carries her voice,
but we can also see the ultimate
reward from her trials and decisions: bliss. She is ready for bliss
and the rewards that come from
doing something for herself.
I love this song. I love to take
walks with this song on repeat,
feeling the strength ooze from
my headphones and feeling it
seep into my veins until I feel
as though I am strong enough
to make my own decisions. It
literally saves me from sadness,
because it's so full of a hopeful,
strong perspective that I sometimes need.
What I have needed these past
couple of weeks is courage. Courage to do the right thing, to stand
up for my beliefs and myself, to
stand up for what I feel was and
is important. Courage to walk
away from a situation that never
once gave me any semblance of
what I deserved. It is in these
situations that I have been forced
to make the most difficult of decisions. But in making them, I
feel as though my character has
only been strengthened. I'm not
sure this courageous Rachel existed at this time last year. It is
most certainly a growing kind of
process.
I want to take Thomas's attitude concerning the decisions
in my life. I want the courage
implicitly suggested between the
lines of her song. I refuse to be
afraid of a little difficulty, a little fear. Thomas is certainly not
afraid of the open road in front of
her. I want to get in my car, make
these decisions for myself and
my character, and believe that no
matter what comes my way, my
character can stand to fight.
Rachel Decker doesn't even think
twice about taking s**t. From
anyone.

Volvo's S6oR is more than a family car
Mark Delbrueck
mdelbrueckn@ups.edu
A&E Columnist
A popular trend in the
automotive industry has
been fiber performance
"super sedans," if you
will, mainly from the
likes of two German powerhouses: Mercedes-Benz and BMW. However, this trend isn't recent. The origins of these
powerhouse sedans dates back to the mid
1990s, with the Mercedes-Benz W124 chassis 500E, which was developed in conjunction
with Porsche, and BMW's E34 chassis M5,
which was developed by the newly acquired
M-Technic in-house tuning company. However, the Swedes have recently attempted to
play catch up with the German's in the form
of Volvo S6OR Performance Sedan.
In 2004, the automotive company best
known for its steel-bodied, boxy diesel powered sedans (Volvo), entered the super sedan
market, serving up 300 hp with its revised and
tuned S6OR Sports Sedan. The S60_1ine of sedans marked the first new model from Volvo
since its recent acquisition by the PAG, or
Ford's Premier Automotive Group. While the

•

The Volvo S6OR boasts half the price of the
usual German sedan, with nearly-equal power.

•

S60 isn't a new sedan, the R trim is.
Employing a spiced up version of the acclaimed T5 5-cylinder gasoline engine, the
first thing Volvo's R team of engineers did
was turn up the boost. The S60R's turbocharged engine now produces 300 hp and 295
lb ft of torque, thanks to enhanced and revised
SEE CAR PAGE 13

VOX revisits Roe v. Wade with renowned Davis
By Miriam Lipman
mlipman@ups.edu
A&E Writer
At 7:30 pm on Nov. 1,
tucked away in McIntyre 103,
UPS's Voices for Planned
Parenthood (VOX) hosted a
forum dealing with one of the
most controversial and misunderstood relationships in
contemporary political (and
spiritual) history. Hosted
by University Chaplain and
Director of Spirituality and
Justice Jim Davis, audience
members tackled the presumed dichotomy that is religion and abortion.
Light refreshments were
served across from free
condoms and birth control
information. After a brief
introduction from VOX
members, Davis began his
talk by stating he was very
eager for this topic to be discussed publicly and that contrary to popular belief, most
religions are pro-choice. He
then began a personal story
regarding his experiences
with religion, abortion and a
time before Roe v. Wade.
In 1970, Davis served as
a Campus Minister for the
University of Minnesota
Duluth. Duluth, according
to Davis, was a semi-conservative "blue collar town."
Paired with a faculty member
from the psychology department, Davis began offering
counseling to women, who
— desperate and not knowing where to go — would
turn to Davis's advice regarding abortion.
For Davis, it only took
the knowledge that actual
women, confused and upset
over unwanted pregnancies,
were risking their health and
lives undergoing "back room
abortions." Abortions such
as these were illegal and performed with little to no medical knowledge. Instruments
used in these instances were
improper and unsanitary,
some as crude as a twisted
coat hanger. Women often
contracted infections, punctured their uteruses and lost
their lives from these procedures.
At this time, the choices
for women in Davis's town
who decided to legally abort

were either to pay an exorbitant amount of money for an
abortion in Canada or Japan,
or drive up to North Dakota
for the only doctor in the
Midwest who provided medical abortion services.
Davis stated that his role
as Minister was to have a
compassionate ear and listen
to these women's fears and
worries.
He and other faculty members soon formed a counseling group that listened to
these women and, in some
cases, referred them to a doctor in North Dakota where
they could receive safe abortions.
Davis explained that two
women confessed to Davis
that they had undergone ilThis generation has no
idea what it is like to grow
up in a society without Roe
v. Wade. Our generation
does not fear the fatalities,
the dreadful coat hangers or
the societal scorn that were
associated with abortion.

legal "back room" abortions.
Both considered themselves
lucky to have survived.
During his years as a counselor in Minnesota, Davis
suggested the option of safe
abortion to some 200 women, referring them to the only
doctor who performed them.
Davis also travelled with
eight women to the lone OBGYN in North Dakota in order to see first hand where his
referrals were going.
In one specific memory,
Davis recalled a young woman who died in a car accident
while alone on her way to
North Dakota for a safe abortion.
"I will never forget this
woman and the fact that if
abortion was legal, she would
be alive today,' Davis said.
Among the shocking and
emotional stories from the
night at VOX's forum, Davis
made sure to point out that
the vast majority of Christian groups, and all Jewish
groups, support a women's
right to choose.
When asked why this is not

a known fact, Davis suggested that with Roe V. Wade currently in effect, advocacy has
ceased, allowing opposition
to become the more vociferous of the two opinions.
Additionally, Davis gave
the following example: three
years ago, an audience requested a press conference
with President Bush. Instead,
a conference with no audience and little media attention took place, in which the
press only covered the prowar religious right, not those
who affiliated themselves
with the religious right but
were against the war in Iraq.
Davis then suggested that the
same thing is happening with
abortion issues in the United
States.
Within the closing minutes of the panel, an older
woman in the room stood
up to speak. She turned and
faced a much younger audience declaring that she had
grown up as a teenager in
the 1960s. She then said that
this generation has no idea
what it is like to grow up
in a society without Roe v.
Wade. Our generation does
not fear the fatalities, the
dreadful coat hangers or the
societal scorn that were associated with abortion. She told
everyone in the room that
they do not know how lucky
they are.
Davis then ended the night
with the notion that the Bible
can be taken in many different ways, but the golden rule,
"love others as you would
yourself," is what provides
that foundation for his prochoice advocacy.
Roe V. Wade, the law that
saved the lives of so many
women, the law in which
Jim Davis and many other
religious leaders believe
firmly, is currently . in jeopardy. If anyone is interested
in advocacy on behalf of the
pro-choice movement, VOX
meets every Monday night at
7 p.m. in the Student Diversity Center.
"The change does not happen over night, it needs both
advocacy and perseverance,"
Davis said.

Miriam Lipman thinks Freddie
Prinze, Jr. should be nominated
to the Supreme Court.

•
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Exhibit takes Ansel Adams to the next level
By Kara Becker

kbecker@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Once again, the Kittredge Gallery on
campus continues its display of interesting and unique exhibits. The current exhibit in the large gallery consists of photos from Arthur S. Aubry and Subhankar
Banerjee, two unconventional and extremely talented photographers.
The large gallery is split between the two
artists and is decidedly sparse of any unnecessary standing works, save for three
lone blocks centered on maps. These
maps offer information on the migration
and location of the Gwich'in Athabascan
tribe, based in Alaska and Canada. Featured in Banerjee's presentation, these natives of Alaska and Canada refer to themselves as the "Caribou People" due to the
overwhelming influence the animal has
on them. Specifically. within Banerjee's
work, the caribou's influence is shown
in one photo, "Porcupine Caribou Spring
Migration" - a stunning winter shot of a
herd of caribou crossing a valley of snowcovered mountains. The photo's accom1111 panying caption tells of the migration and
what it means to the Gwich'in people.
Alongside stunning landscape pieces
like "Unnamed Lake' and "Autumn on
Southern Taiga," two gorgeous color-rich
shots, Banerjee also has photos of the
Alaskan and Canadian Indians performing traditional and everyday activities,
111 such as the Raven Dance, transporting a
moose in a canoe, scouting for game, and
drying fish in their village. These photos
perfectly capture the way of life for these
people in entirely natural and unstaged
settings.
Perhaps even more impressive than
Banerjee's photos is the story behind
them. Banerjee himself devoted two

a

a

years of his life to documenting the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, which was
created in March 2001. Displayed photos
were selected from his recently published
book, "Arctic National Wildlife Refuge:
Seasons of Life & Land." These pictures
are currently on loan from the Canadian
Embassy, the collection collaboratively
organized by Portland State University, the Canadian Consulate General of
Seattle, the Wilderness Society and the
Alaska Coalition. They have appeared
in the likes of Newsweek, Discover, Outside, Audubon, Sierra, National Wildlife,
Natural History and Smithsonian. Banerjee has also had solo exhibits displayed
at the California Academy . of Sciences
in San Francisco, the American Museum
of Natural history in New York and the
Smithsonian Natural Museum of Natural
History in Washington.
The other portion of the exhibit consists of color prints documenting the industrial disintegration of labor products
Americans tend to take for granted. Some
of them are distinctly monotone in color;
others are purposefully
purposefully vibrant. One in
particular,
Along the Duwamish," is stunningly beautiful for its unexpected use of packing crates stacked high
in symmetrical lines that resemble colorful rainbow skyscrapers. Other photos of crushed cars, yellow pipes, three lone
porta-potties, and a single dated gas pump
- allow Aubry to expose the uglier side
of progress. This side is full of erosion,
detritus, rust and the reality of industrial
progress. Bright colors work well with
his message, that this crucial machinery
was once vibrant, alive and necessary to
move forward in the industry. However,
as seen by the massive decay in
i his photographs, one can also tell that the industry moves very quickly, and what was
once important can easily be replaced and
abandoned.

•
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Charlotte Hansen looks longingly at nature photos by Subhankar Banerjee and Arthur
S. Aubry in Kittredge's latest exhibit in the large gallery. They will be on display until
the Thanksgiving holiday begins, on Nov. 22.
In an article from Seattle Weekly, published in April 2003, Aubry was interviewed about his take on his work being
politically relevant. His work had been
shown at the time of the previous war in
the Middle East and was thought to have
been in response to his political feelings.
"I walk around and interpret what I see
through a camera" Aubry said. "This does
not give me any special insight as to what
is going on. I will no doubt process and
eventually internalize it, I will no doubt
change, but the work kind of does its own
thing. I don't exactly know why I shoot
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60Q S Fawcett Ave

Tickets are only S5 with
your current student ID!
2E6.533,4474 I grandeinerna,euin

Capote

IRi

Fri: 1:50, 4:00, 7:00, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 11:50, 1:50, 4:00, 7:00, 9:15
Mon-Wed: 4:00, 7:00, 9:15
Thurs: 1:50, 4:00, 7:00, 9 . 15

Good Night, and Good Luck iP G,
1

Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 9:00
Sat/Suri: 11:30, 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 9:00
Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:45, 9:00
Thurs: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 9:00

The Squid and the Whale cio
Fri: 2:35, 4:45, 7:30, 9:25
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:35, 4:45, 7:30, 9:25
Mon-Wed: 4:45, 7:30, 9:25
Thurs: 2:35, 4:45, 7:30, 9:25

Mulholland Drive

RI Saturday at 11:41 prn

"Kubrick Klassicks"
a

All

this month in Wyatt 107, 8 p.m.
Nov. 17: "A Clockwork Orange"

what I shoot. It's an itch I gotta scratch,
that's all I know."
Aubry claims that art and politics
should not be related, and is adamant that
his work not be seen as any sort of political propaganda. It has been shown at
the Gitterman Gallery in New York City,
the Seattle Art Museum, the Esther Claybrook Gallery in Seattle and the Henry
Art Museum at the University of Washington in Seattle.
Kara Becker yearns for the simple things in
life, unconventionally.

CONT. FROM PAGE 12
exterior features such as aggressively
sculpted body-work with front bumper fog
lights, 17" or 18" wheel packages wearing
high performance Z-Rated tires, bi-xenon
headlights and body colored accents such
as mirrors, door handles and front grill.
Interior treatments include indigo-blue
face dials with watch-like bezels, special
exterior and interior colors (including a
personal favorite of mine, Atacama Natural Leather in Orange), either a 6-speed
manual or automatic transmission and a
leather covered gearshift knob and steering wheel. Refreshing aluminium accents
brighten the cabin, as opposed to the normal burled walnut trim, which has become
e S6OR also comes standard with Vol- a standard for U.S. Market European luxovo's 4-C performance handling suspension. barges.
This is a system that measures road condiUnfortunately, I wasn't allowed to push
tions using seven strategically placed sen- the 560 even close to its limits, due to a
sors at up to 500 times per second in order salesman who was assigned for my test
to accurately tune the
drive that I was rathall-wheel system, as
er unhappy about it.
well as control shock
However, the S6OR
Overall, the S6OR is a great sports
and spring dampenseemed willing to
ing, thus improving sedan. It offers the balance of a real
get down to busioverall handling. world luzery sedan with reflexes of a
ness.
Another feature that lightweight sports coupe.
Withthe suspension
helps increase the
set to sport mode on
S6OR's handling . is
optional 18" wheels
a quickened turning
wearing 235/40/
ratio by 5.6%.
ZR18 tires, the ride was a bit punishing at
However, if Volvo really wants to com- low speeds over the pitiful Tacoma roads,
bat the fiber sedans from Mercedes-Benz but is worth the crisp responsiveness of
and BMW, it would have to add at least the 4-C handling. The 5-cylinder turbo exanother 100 hp to that figure. While the emplifies the classic "whoosh" of a turbo,
Mercedes E55- AMG produces a healthy but lacks the down and dirty exhaust note
469hp and the new generation M5 pro- of the bigger V8 and V10 cars of the Gerduces 507hp in total , the Volvo is really mans.
no comparison.
Because the S6OR is a turbo, it is inBy contrast, the Volvo's price undercuts stantly put on the radar for aftermarket
that of both stiff Germans by nearly half. enhancements. The Swedish tuning comDouble the money, double the perform- pany, Evolve, has already turned its little
ance; at least, that's what the market ex- brother, the 540, into a beast, and is rupects (or demands) from future R-line Vol- mored to be working, on an S6OR project
vos.
in the not so distant future.
While the S6OR is nearly half the price
Overall, the S6OR is a great sports sedan.
of both the E55 and M5, it isn't exactly a It offers the balance of a real world luxury
cheap date. The loaded test S6OR at Volvo sedan with reflexes of a lightweight sports
of Fife had nearly all of its option boxes coupe. For half the price of its German
checked and registered in at $48,750. Even rivals, the S6OR's price indicates that the
considering Volvo's semi-luxury status in model has room to grow. However, with
the market, $49k can buy you a lot of Lex- disappointing sales, it will be interesting to
us or Infiniti with equal or (in the latter's see how far the PAG and Volvo allow the
case) more performance.
R-line to expand.
Mark Delbrueck likes to smell the leather of
The S6OR also includes many options
German cars when nobody is around.
that are model exclusive. These include
camshafts, headers and exhaust system, as
well as the addition of a continuous vanable valve timing system and, of course,
a higher compression turbo, which produces one full bar of boost. The result is
a 0-60mph time of 5.4 seconds and 14.4
seconds through the 1/4 mile at exactly
100mph. This time accurately puts the
S6OR along the lines of Nissan's 350Z in
terms of performance, yet it has room for
three more.
What I'd really like to see in future
S6ORs is the Yamaha V8 they stuffed into
the XC80 V8 this year, with about 100-150
more hp than what the current car is nriak-
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Fink gets funky with Dinova for UPS concert
The Most Serene Republic,
Neva Dinova and Orenda Fink
featured in Marshall Hall

f

•

By Nick Martens

nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Looking for a mellow way to spend a couple of hours
tonight? Sick of the ubiquity of hip-hop on campus? In
a calm mood due to certain undisclosed propensities?
UPS has got the concert for you!
Coming at you live from Marshall Hall are The Most
Serene Republic, Orenda Fink and Neva Dinova. Doors
open at 7 p.m. and the show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$5 for each student and $4 with a can of food. The show
is sponsored by KUPS, Northwest Sounds, Popular Entertainment and Campus Music Network.
This show is actually the product of two separate
tours intersecting. Orenda Fink and Neva Dinova are
in the midst of touring together, and by some obscure
cosmological alignment or archaic prophecy's fulfillment, The Most Serene Republic happens to be launching a tour with Broken Social Scene in Seattle on Nov.
12. Regarding the latter in particular, The Most Serene
Republic is a perfect opener for Broken Social Scene.
For starters, both bands hail from Canada, a country that
has beenputting US music output to shame for the past
couple of years.
The more significant parallel is the musical style of
each band. Both are signed to the same label, Arts &
Crafts, and it shows — despite the fact that TMSR is
the first Arts & Crafts band to feature no contributors
to BSS. Both bands use a unique stylistic juxtaposition.
Their songs frequently begin with soothing melodies
that explode into sweeping strains of energy and passion.
The members of TMSR are younger than those of
BSS though. Their youth is evident in their rougher
production and in the way they convey a keen sense of
urgency. They also have the best song title of the year,
"You're a Loose Cannon McArthur ... But You Get the
Job Done."
If they play anything like BSS, they will be an excel-

PH
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Neva Dinova is a hot new band, who will grace the University with their presence on Nov. 11. Hallelujah!
lent lead-off performance at UPS for the support of their
2005 release, Underwater Cinematographer.
Orenda Fink will play as the supporting act. She is
known as half of Azure Ray, a significant presence in
the indie scene over the last five years. She is touring
on the heels of her first solo album, Invisible Ones, released earlier this year, and is also notable for her marriage to The Faint's lead singer, Todd Fink. I don't think
I'll touch that one.
Like Azure Ray and The Faint, Orena Fink is signed
to Saddle Creek records, which also features Bright
Eyes. This label features genres ranging from folk to
Americana to dance punk, and its artists are generally
well received. Fink says that she chose to wnte a solo
album based on a more inwardly focused mindset that
she developed during travels through India, Cambodia
and Haiti. The record's dreamy and soothing sound reflects this attitude, as does its deep intellectuality. Her
music is well suited to those holding or in the process of
obtaining, a liberal arts degree.
Headlining is Omaha's own Neva Dinova. While it
might come as a shock to some that Nebraska is capa-

ble of producing culture in addition to corn, do not let
this lead to trepidation about the band. Playing for more
than a decade but only recently touching the national
conciousness through a collaborative EP with Bright
Eyes, 2004's One Jug of Wine, Two Vessels, Neva Dinova is a wonderful example of how traditional forms
of music do not need to be rejected to result in an excellent contemporary form.
Their new album, The Hate Yourself Change, is almost consistently elegiac. Singer Jake Bellows has a
weary and somber voice, one that hardly fits outside
of lamentation. This is not to say that Neva Dinova's
music lacks range. Some tracks are filled with haunting
denouncements of life while others can be surprisingly
upbeat. Their music may not be wholly suitable for the
depressed, but it's not like we live in the American city
with the highest suicide rate or anything.
It would appear that you have a choice tonight. You
can go out and party, or you can see some inspiring and
artistic music. Your call.

•

Nick Martens did, indeed, reference Penny Arcade in the
lead. If you caught it, he loves you (Platonically!).

That's Hot with Nathan Carley
children's hospitals and
checking out the wildlife.
Nobody bothered to find out
where her husband, Nick
Lachey, was.
When the big stars
Lindsay Lohan flew to
New York City to film her
travel, a wake of rulatest music video, "Confesmors follow. Last
week Britney Spears
sions of a Broken Heart."
The teen star showed up
flew home to Louisiana so that her sixsporting the mark of Jared
week old son, Sean, could visit his Leto on her foot. Leto, who has
grandma. Her hus- hooked up with Ashley Olsen,
band Kevin Fed- Cameron Diaz and Scarlett Joerline stayed hansson, has been known to tag a
home to kick "cryptic signature" (Life &
it with the Style) in red marker that
homeboys. looks like an arrow with
They didn't a loop. Weeks later,
just stay at when Lohan returned
home and to LA, she was once
watch football, again spotted with the
though; they hit telltale mark.
the town every night — partying
In other exciting news
with the likes of Ashlee Simpson, found in Us Weekly's
reportedly downing vodka while "Hot Stuff' section: Paris
"smoking marijuana" (Us Week- Hilton has been impressed by the
ly). When the smoke cleared, clever humor of her new beau, StaFederline and his crew saddled up vros Niarchos III. Last week, outfor a road trip to Las Vegas. Feder- side an LA Burger King, Stavros
line never got to leave LA, though, paid a homeless man $100 to pour
because Britney came home early. a soda on top of his head. Paris is
Instead of the a trip to Sin
pretty lucky: her man is funny
City, the two saw the roand charitable. In other Paris
mantic comedy "Eliznews, the hotel heiress has
abethtown" starring
been subpoenaed as a witheart-throb Orlando
ness in the trial of Darnell
Bloom.
Riley. Riley is accused of
Jessica Simpson
breaking in to the home
once again sparked
of Girls Gone Wild creator
rumors while spendJoe Francis. Hilton dated
Francis in 2003, but her coning her third anniversary
travelling alone. The blonde
nection to the case is unknown.
singer- slash- actress went on sa- The THAT'S HOT team has heard
fari in Kenya, minus her wedding rumors that it somehow involves
ring! She spent her trip visiting Paris' steamiest sex tape yet.
Michael Jackson's father told
PHOTOS COURTESY GOOGLE IMAGES

By Nathan Carley
ncarley@ups.edu
A&E Columnist

FLIGHTPLAN
Nightly @ 7 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
Matinee @ 4:30
p.m.
Rated PG-13
Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Saturday at 11
p.m.

reporters that his son is planning
to live abroad from now on and
only return to
the US for vacations and
work. The
overbearing
patriarch of
the Jackson family
added, to nobody's surprise,
that he is trying to
convince Michael to do a reunion tour with his brothers. Since
the trial the former king of pop
has been living in Bahrain,
where Michael does not
have a reputation and
sexual molestation laws
are virtually nonexistent.
What the team wonders
is who the hell is going to
move in to the Neverland
Ranch after that s**t?
CBS has decided to try and
squeeze another two seasons out
of the reality-television forefather
"Survivor." The good news: host
Jeff Probst is in the process of being voted off. The host probably
doesn't care too much since he
hooked up with
former contestant Julie
Berry. Berry
is 19 years
younger than
Probst. but
he claims she
is the first person "who could
teach me about
love." Shocking.

•

•

•

Nate Carley plans on a holiday trip
to Bahrain for a visit with Michael.
Don't forget the Jesus juice!

PLEASE RECYCLE ME!

•

•
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soccer shuts out NWC opponents for entire season 46-o
• Women
Loggers dominate Boxers and Bruins in preperation for NCAA championship run
er pouring down on us, and we didn't play our best
game," Demers said.
wholden@ups.edu
Unfortunately for the Bruins, they had to play in the
Senior Sports Writer
pouring rain too. Though their effort was valiant, they
ultimately ended up another Loggers shutout victim,
The Logger women's soccer team had one thing losing 2-0.
on their minds heading into their last weekend of the
George Fox had only four shots on goal against senregular season. Since Willamette in 1994 a Northwest ior goalie Erin Williams. Williams recorded her 16th
Conference team has not shut out all the teams on their consecutive shutout. George Fox goalie, senior Jessica
conference schedule. With 2-0 victory over George Cardwell had an easier day as she saw only three LogFox and a 4-0 stomping of Pacific, UPS was able to do gers shots reach her net, but unfortunately for her two
just that.
of the shots from senior Courtney
"Every team hopes to do that
Kjar ended up in the back of it.
well and we definitely set goals to
Overall, the Loggers dominated
not lose any conference games,"
"If we play our game and con- play, spending most of the time
senior Kate Demers said. "Last tinue to perform at our highest at George Fox's end as they piled
year we had six goals scored on level, I know our team is talent- up 14 total shots to George Fox's
us all year and at the beginning of
seven. Wood felt it was due to an
this season we made the goal to ed enough to win it all."
overall team effort.
cut that down."
"Our defense is always stepping
The Loggers certainly completTara Wood up to the challenge and coming
ed that task as they gave up only
senior forward away with great results, our oftwo goals on the year, both comfense is always pushing for those
ing in their only loss to non-congoals and even our bench is conference opponent, Redlands.
tributing a lot to the game," Wood
Experience is always important
said. "It's tough to say one player
on any team, and UPS is not lackmade the di erence because our
ing as it has 12 juniors, but the young members of the team together is what makes us be successful."
freshman class have really helped this team blossom,
With the team unified as it has been all season, the
according to senior Tara Wood.
Loggers headed into their final home contest against
"We got some great additions to our team this season Pacific with one advantage they didn't have against the
with the six rookies this year," Wood said, "Each one Bruins: good weather.
of them has helped strengthen our team."
"We played a much better game against Pacific than
With the infusion of youth and experience UPS has against Fox," Demers said. "The weather was a lot betbeen ripping through the NWC out-scoring the confer- ter and that made a huge difference."
ence by an average of 2.88 goals a game. This trend
Emotions were running high, as it would be possibly
continued when the struggling Bruins came to Peyton the last game for seniors if it was determined the LogField.
gers would not host a playoff game, but Wood knew
Perhaps the only thing George Fox really had going this year was far from over.
for their team was the weather.
"It was a special day for the seniors but at the same
"Friday was absolutely miserable with the weathBy Will Holden

•

dp.

time we knew it wasn't our last game," Wood said.
If it was to be the seniors last home game, it was a
good time for reigning NWC player of the year, Kjar,
to cement her legacy as one of the best player in the
history of UPS women's soccer. Three goals later, it's
safe to say she did.
The game opened with a goal by junior Lea Jon and
then it was time for the Kjar show. Kjar connected on
goals assisted by senior Elizabeth Pittman and Demers
and then displayed her offensive prowess, simply dribbling by Pacific goalie Shannon Tillman and putting it
in from eight yards out.
After Sunday the Loggers' fate was no longer in their
hands, and Wood was okay with it.
"We just did what we had control of, and now we'll
roll with what the NCAA hands us," Wood said.
The NCAA handed UPS tickets to Atlanta, Georgia.
The Loggers will face Maryville University of Tenessee in the first round at Emory University in Atlanta.
Demers thinks they will be better prepared after their
experience last year losing the final in a shootout.
"I think we definitely have an advantage over a lot of
other teams," Demers said. "After losing in the final in
penalty kicks, we know what we are playing for. We've
been there and know how it feels and a lot of other
teams have no idea."
The burning question then becomes, how long will
the shut outstreak last? Wood thinks she has the answer.
"Hopefully through the end of the year," Wood said.
"If we keep shutting teams out, our offense is strong
enough to get goals."
What is next for these record-setting Loggers? Wood
and the rest of her teammates have their sights high.
"A national championship is something we fully
believe we are capable of winning and if we play our
game and continue to perform at our highest level, I
know our team is talented enough to win it all."
Senior Sports Writer Will Holden has long wished that
he could play competitive women's soccer, just like Jonathan
Brandis in Rodney Dangerfield's opus, "Lady Bugs."

Indonesian
Martial Arts
2 WEEK
pizee TRIAL.

Poekoelan Tjanindie Tuden
(Pentjak SAM)
Effective Self 1DefensefFitn.ess for
men., women, & kids
A unique.. last, Maid Art that
encourages individual creativity
and personal style
Friendly environment.
All Types Welcurne
Nice studio space near
Downtown Tacoma
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Senior goal keeper Erin Williams kicks the ball upfield after a save in the pouring rain against George Fox on Nov.
4. The win resulted in Williams' 15th consecutive shutout. The Loggers, headed by Williams defensive excellence,
did not allow a goal in conference play all season. The Loggers out scored their opponents 51-2 on the season and
46-0 in conference.
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Logger Scores: Volleyball: Nov. 4 beat Lewis & Clark College 3-1. Nov. 5 beat Linfield 3-2. Men's Soccer: Nov. 4 beat
Logger Sports on Tap: Vollebyall: Nov. 10 vs. Cal State East Bay in Spokane WA. Women's Soccer: Nov. 12 vs. Marryvillej
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Mens soccer ends season with two wins, finishes third in NWC
Loggers fall short of a NCAA championship tournament
By Quentin Flores
qflores @ ups .edu
Sports Writer
Entering the weekend the UPS men's soccer team needed two wins to keep their playoff hopes alive.
On Nov. 4 the Loggers defeated the visiting Bruins
from George Fox University 1-0 at Peyton Field.
In what turned out to be a very sloppy game and weekend, senior midfielder Josh Hedrick scored the game winner in the 32nd minute. Hedrick dribbled the ball up the
field and let it rip at the 30-yard line. Due to wet conditions and a skillfully placed shot, the Bruin keeper had no
chance at stopping the shot.
"Our coach told us that with the combination of George
Fox's redwood tree of a keeper and a slick pitch that our
shots should be low to the ground," Hedrick said. "I'm
glad I took that advice to heart and was able to hydroplane one past the goalie."
On the season Hedrick had five goals, and led all offensive players in minutes played.
"I think it rained about three inches over the weekend,"
said senior Travis Orme. "The puddles were so deep that
I thought I was in Scotland looking for the Loch Ness
monster."
With one victory down the Loggers still needed a win
the next day against a struggling Pacific University.
On Nov. 5 UPS destroyed the Boxers 6-0 on what
turned out to be another sloppy, yet special last game for

ASUPS PHU I ObEHVIULS/IAN JUI-INbUN

Keeper Brian Lawson boots the ball out of his goal in
a recent game. Lawson posted an amazing 13 shutouts
on the year.

the seniors.
"It was crazy. Our head coach Reece Olney went with
his gut instinct and started senior Elliot Peterson stating that he was going to do something special," Hedrick
said.
Olney made the right move because in the 14th second
of the game Peterson took a rebound off an opposing
player and blasted the ball into the back of the goal.
Peterson's goal didn't only spark what turned out to be
a blowout for the Loggers; he also set a record at UPS for
the fastest goal ever scored. The old record belonged to
Doug Porter when he scored a goal in 40 seconds against
Linfield in 1997.
"It was great to put myself in the record books," Peterson said. "It was a special goal for everyone who was
there to witness."
After the record setting goal by Peterson all the pieces
fell into place for the Loggers in their final game of the
season.
The 19th and 76th minutes of the game led to goals
by junior midfielder Byron Conforti. His first goal was
unassisted while the second was scored after a perfectly
placed cross from junior forward Jeremy Denman.
Also scoring for the Loggers were sophomore Andrew
Hewitt, freshman Kyle Johnson and sophomore Scott
Blanchet.
Blanchet's goal was aided by a cross from Hedrick,
another senior who was playing in his last game as A
Logger.
The game got ugly at one point when a Boxer forward
kicked goalie Brian Lawson and punched senior Jimmy
Fioretti in the eye.
"I've been working on my anger management lately,"
Fioretti said. "I was pretty mad but managed to find my
happy place and calm down."
Although the Loggers won in dramatic fashion, their
efforts still couldn't produce a playoff berth. The Loggers
winning percentage was higher than many other teams
that received bids to the playoffs, however being in the
northwest has always served as a disadvantage for sports
teams.
The Loggers final record was 11-2-3, and 10-2-2 in
Northwest Conference play. They finished second in the
league behind the Whitworth Pirates.

bid
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Sophomore Scott Blanchet belts the ball up-field during
the match against George Fox. The torrential downpour
turned the field into Warner Pool South.

goals all year.
Meanwhile Hedrick and Peterson were on the opposite
end of the field usually making great plays that put their
team on top and giving, the crowd something to cheer
about.
"I've always thought your goal for when you graduate should be to leave the program in better shape than
Senior Farewell
when you started," Hedrick said. "I feel that through hard •
work and dedication we have definitely accomplished
Despite not making it into the playoffs, Saturday's that goal."
game was still special because it concluded the careers
Another impressive statistic is that each year that Heof five seniors.
drick, Fioretti, and Lawson played at UPS they were seJosh Hedrick, Brian Lawson, Jimmy Fioretti, Travis lected to the all-conference teams.
Orme and Elliot Peterson all played their final game in a
"I feel very fortunate to have been able to play with our
UPS uniform.
seniors before they graduated," freshman Kevin Watkins
During their careers at UPS each senior contributed in said. "They definitely improved the program while they
making the soccer program what it is today.
played here."
For the season. Lawson, Fioretti and Orme headed one
Sports Writer Quentin Flores challenges any man,
of the nation's top defenses, one that only yielded five woman or child to Sports Trivia contest to the death.

Logger Hockey avenges last year's loss, •
prepares for top team in British Columbia
By Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu
Co-Sports Editor
The UPS club hockey team avenged two
losses last year to Walla Walla College on
Nov. 5 and Nov. 6, beating the Wildcats 76 and 6-4 respectively. The two wins move
the Loggers to 6-3 on the season and tied
for second place in the Northwest Collegiate Hockey League with Gonzaga University. Western still holds a two-game
lead on the Loggers' and the Bulldogs.
The first game for the Loggers_ was a
tense affair with Wildcats as UPS never
could amass a lead of more than two goals.
The score was 4-3 with the Logger lead
after two periods. Forward Howdy Tuthilll
had just taken a bad penalty at the end of
the second period, placing the Loggers
down a man in the opening moments of
the third period. The Wildcats capitalized
as they held the puck in the Logger zone
and were able to tire out UPS so they could
not respond to the quick Wildcat passing.
The Wildcats took advantage of an easy
lane past goalie Brenden Goetz. The game
was tied at 4-4. Goetz played an outstanding game,, knocking down numerous shots
from the Wildcats.
"Goetz is probably one of the best goalies in the league," club president and senior forward Scott Brozena said.
To score an equalizer, the loggers called

on senior defenseman Ben Lee. Lee rose
to the occasion and drilled a shot past the
Wildcat goaltender. UPS could not hold
the lead and made another mistake: a bad
pass across the front of the crease ended on
a Walla Walla stick and he bounced if off
Goetz over the goal line.
"Ben has been huge for us this year,"
Brozena said. "Our defenseman take a lot ,
of penalties,. but that just shows how hard
they're playing. I know I wouldn't want to
get in the' way of one of his checks."
With 14 minutes left in the match, UPS
received a huge opportunity. Walla Walla
committed two penalties and the Loggers
had a five-on-three advantage for 54 seconds (and a four-on-three for 43 seconds).
UPS could manage only one shot off of
the post and only two scoring chances.
UPS finally was able to take advantage
of a Wildcat error. Forward Mike Selberg
picked up a loose puck in the neutral zone,
skated' between the two face off circles
and nailed the back of the net above the
Wildcat goalie's left shoulder. That made
the score 6-5.
UPS would add one more goal and the
Wildcats would tap one in with just over a
minute left. But they did not really amount
much of an attack on the UPS offensive
end.
Selberg had four goals and two assists in
the game. Brozena continued his amazing
passing season, racking up four assists.
The Logger continued more of the same
.

on Nov. 6 as they held off the Wildcats 6-4.
The Loggers also played Washington University on Nov. 8, beating them 5-4. Scoring big for the Loggers was Selberg and
Scott Brozena. Selberg had two goals and
two assists and Brozena had one goal and
three assists.
"We've come such a long way this year,"
Brozena said. "This really shows the improvement of our team."
UPS lost to the Wildcats 2-8 and 4-14 in
March 2005. Walla Walla droped to 3-5 in
the 'NWCHL this year.

UPS' next match-up is with Trinity Western University in Vancouver, BC on Nov.
11 and 12. Trinity Western was the Intercollegiate Champion of British Columbia
last year. Trinity Western beat the Loggers
1-10 and 3-14 lastyear.
"They're really fast, big Canadian kids,"
Brozena said. "We think we can play with
them. We have a couple new freshman and
with the addition of Mike we're a much
better team."
Co-Sports' Editor Matt Stevens lives entirely on a diet of lima beans and gasoline.
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George Fox University 1-0. Nov. 5 beat Pacific University 6-0. Women's Soccer: Nov. 4 beat George Fox University 2of Tennessee at Atlanta, GA. Football: Nov. 12 vs. Western Oregon University at Monmouth, Oregon. Cross Country: Nov. 12
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Volleyball earns a "W" in a must-win

Logger Swimmers
open season with
three huge meets

ing with their daughters filled them with and the Lutes had the tie-breaker against
the vigor they needed to finish off the Pio- the Loggers. It was obvious that someone
neers, 30-25 and 31-29. The win put them needed to step up.
Nikki Esposito decided in between the
at 14-5, still in third place after Pacific
Lutheran University, who also won their third and fourth game that she didn't feel
Going into the weekend the Logger game against George Fox, leaving the like leaving her UPS volleyball career on
volleyball team was 13-5 and looking at Lutes still one game out of a tie with UPS a regular season loss the Wildcats, no mata two-day doubleheader against Lewis for the third spot. ter what they were ranked. She shocked
The Loggers had lots to think about Memorial Field house with 5 of her 11
Clark and nationally ranked Linfield.
Looking up at second place in the stand- as Saturday approached. The Linfield kills coming in game 4, and UPS took the
ings, the Loggers knew that with a loss or Bearcats, the 11th ranked team in the na- game 30-26. Game five was back and forth
two and with a Pacific Lutheran win, the don, were coming to town on the heels of with UPS switching sides up 8-7. FreshLoggers would fall out of third place and a three game win against Lewis & Clark man Kayla Roof came through with some
and four game win against George Fox, on huge serves and a pair of kills. Sophomore
likely miss the playoffs.
"We were focused on getting the win," Senior mght. A night which could be the Monica Groves answered the call with two
junior Jamie Eggers said. "We didn't want last game in the illustrious careers of se- kills of her own in the waning game. The
to give the selection committee a reason to niors Angela Hargett, Alena Bennett, Jen Loggers finished the upset 15-10.
On Nov. 6 the Volleyball team got toDavis and of course, Nikki Esposito. With
leave us out."
The first game against then 8-14 Lewis a loss and a PLU win, the Loggers amaz- gether to find out if they made it in to the
big dance. They knew the automatic bid
& Clark fell on Nov. 4, Parents Night. The in season would come to an end.
large crowd and the parents who were in The first game saw the Loggers coming was going to Whitworth and that they had
the audience were in for a show as the back down six, 26-20, to win 31-29. The secured second place, but there was still
Loggers made it a closer game than an- Loggers then lost the next two games in a some worry.
"They told us the call would come beticipated. A comeback in the first game to row 30-22, and 30-21 respectively. Down
win by two, 31-29 but a loss in the second two games to one, the Loggers were tween four and nine. One of my friends
game, 30-23, had Logger fans worried go- backed against a wall' as 15 minutes down called me to tell me at around 7:30 to tell
mg into the break. Something about the the freeway, PLU finished off George Fox us we were in," Eggers said.
parents coming onto the court and stand- moving them 11-5 to the Loggers 11-4 The Loggers received the number four

By Breanna Trygg

Loggers rise to occasion on Senior Night, defeating no. 11 Linfield to earn a bid to NCAA Tournament

By Tom Glassman
tglassman@ups.edu
Sports Writer

SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE
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ASUPS Photo Services/Casey Betcher
A row of excited fans show their spirit and there torso's Friday, Nov. 4 at the Memorial Fieldhouse. The Loggers , playing on
Senior Night, needed all the spirit they could get, playing a tight five-game match that ended with an eventual 3-2 victory.

btrygg@ups.edu
Sports Writer
It was a long weekend for the men's
and women's swim teams as the Loggers traveled to Eastern Washington and
Idaho for three meets to start off their
seasons. With their usual loud cheering and fast swimming, the Loggers
returned to competition and reminded
the NWC of their strong presence. The
women have been conference champions for nine years running, and the
men have been among the top-three
conference finishers since 1997.
The Logger swim teams had their
first Northwest Conference competition Nov. 4 and Nov. 5 as they swam
at the NWC Relay Invitational and the
NWC Sprint Pentathlon in Spokane,
WA.
The Loggers performed well, corning second overall (women first and
men second) in the relays and had fast
swims in the pentathlon, which wasn't
team scored.
On Sunday the teams swam at Albertson College in Caldwell, ID, winning easily against the second year
team. The scores were 149-43 for the
women and 140-53 for the men.
"It was a very long trip, but really
fun," men's senior captain Ian Colville
said.
Despite the length, the men's team let
the NWC know that they will be tough
competition this year. With an incoming class of 12 freshmen, compared to
only five upperclassmen, the team is
young, but very strong. In a historically strong NWC, the team will be working hard this year to regain dominance.
They were well on their way this weekend, coming in a respectable second in
the Relay Invitational Friday night.
"We really challenged Whitworth in
some of the relays," said Colville.
Whitworth has been conference
champion for the past three years.
The Logger women took control as
usual on the Friday night relay meet,
taking first.
"Friday was fun and energized, everyone cheered a lot for the relays" sophomore Leesa Cotton said. The women
scored 70 points, ahead of Whitworth's
SWIMMING SEE PAGE 18

UPS Athletes of the Week
Junior midfielder Byron Conforti scored two goals and recorded two assists against Pacific University Nov. 6, in the Loggers 6-0 victory over the Boxers.
For his efforts Conforti received an honorable mention as NWC
offensive player of the week. Conforti has three goals and five assists on the season, the latter of which leads the team.

fir

Senior forward Cortney Kjar ended the season with a bang,
scoring five goals in her final two matches, giving her 20 goals in
total for the year, twice the amount of the next highest individual
total in the NWC (10, Megan Shannon PLU).
For her efforts over the weekend Kjar received NWC offensive
player of week honors, the fifth time this year that she has earned
that distinction.

O. Nov. 5 beat Pacific University 4-0. Men's Basketball: Nov. 5 lost to San Jose State 107-90 (Exhibition). Hockey: Nov.
at NCAA West Regionals in Salem, Oregon. Hockey: Nov. 11 and Nov. 12 against Trinity Western in Canada. Crew: Nov. 12

•
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Volleyball
seed in "West" bracket and a first round match up with
Cal State East Bay. The game will be held at Whitworth
on Nov. 10 at 1:00 pm.
"At the beginning of the year, Coach Massey showed
us the preseason ranking and where we were supposed
to finish, we used it as inspiration for the year" Eggers
remembered.
The preseason rankings had them at seventh in the
Northwest Conference, out of nine teams.

continued from page 17 The List: College Football •
Five things you wish you
knew before you read this
By Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu

Game Notes •
Aced it
Puget Sound ended the 2005 season leading all NWC
teams (nine in total) in Service Aces, averaging 2.21 per
game. Leading the way for the Loggers were freshman
Kayla Roof and senior Nikki Esposito, who individually
fimshed third (.53) and fifth (.49) in the category in the
NWC.

High Marks
While Puget Sound placed first in only one major team
statistical category, it remained competitive with its remarkable consistency. Out of a nine team conference the
Loggers placed fifth or better in six-out-of-seven categories;
5th in hitting percentage (.183)
3rd in opponent hitting percentage (.148)
4th in assists (12.60 pp/g)
2nd in kills (14.64 p/g)
7th in blocks (1.79 p/g)
1st in service aces (2.21 p/g)
3rd in digs (20.14 p/g)

Raise the Roof
Freshman Kayla Roof received first team all-conference honors, after a stellar year that included team highs
in service aces and kills. Senior teammate Alena Bennett
received second team honors.

Mass Appeal
Coach Mark Massey received NWC coach of the year
honors. Massey previously received the award following
the team's 2000 season, he has been with the team since
1996.
Sports Writer Tom Glassman is shaking in his little writer
booties about the awful, but true, rumors of sports writer
hazing rituals that accompany a first Trail article. Be scared
Tom. Be very scared.

•

Co-Sports Editor

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ CASEY BETCHER

Junior Jamie Eggers (3) shows off her vertical leap as
she sizes up a possible spike against Linfield Nov. 4 at
Memorial Fieldhouse. Eggers leads the Loggers in digs
with 4.53 per game. She is fifth in the NWC in that category.

BCS gets lucky, and damns us all. Last weekend,
undefeated Virginia Tech and UCLA lost, so now there
are only three teams with no losses, Texas, USC, and Alabama. Alabama will soon lose again as they face three
more top 10 ranked teams (Georgia will be in the top 10
when they play in the SEC championship game). That
means that we will have only two undefeated teams, to
play in the BCS championship game, so the BCS did
something right for once right?
Oh, so wrong you are. We true fans of football want
there to be seven undefeated teams so that we can soon
move closer to abolishing the BCS, but lo, this shall not
be happening this year. Reggie Bush by two touchdowns
over Vince Young.
The Big East shall soon lose it automatic bid to the
BCS as they shall not have a team finished ranked in the
top 10 in the BCS poll for like the forth straight year. Since
the Big East commissioner is a big wig in the BCS, expect
some rule changes to be handed out so that Louisville or
West Virginia can make the big games. But neither do.
They haven't beaten anyone with any talent all year. The
Big East might need to end itself as a football conference
and dream of its basketball dominance during the 80s.
The Big Ten proves once again it plays the best football overall. Who's the best team in the Big Ten this year?
Penn State. Penn State's only loss is to rival Michigan
at the Big House on a freak refereeing mistake. Second
best team: Ohio State. Ohio State barely lost to Texas to
open the season and lost by a touchdown to Penn State.
Wisconsin is by far the best 8-2 in the nation (that's right,
I would put them to beat Notre Dame as Ohio State beat
down Michigan State and Michigan State beat down Notre Dame for three quarters. And the rest of the conference
is no slouch. When Iowa runs the ball, they can play with
anyone, Northwestern has the most explosive offense in
the nation (outside of LA) and Michigan and Minnesota
have as much, if not more, talent than most of the SEC.
The Florida vs. South Carolina game will be so over
hyped that we'll all be sick to death of Spurrier battling
his ex-team. And it will be a game, in the first half. The
Florida defense is too fast, too talented and too big of hitters to allow an upstart like SC to stick around that long.
Florida runs away with it in the third quarter behind three
touchdown passes from Chris Leak (so I can't count).
Co-Sports Editor Matt Stevens is not Tam Snevets, nor will
he ever be refered to by that name ever again.

continued from page 17

Swimming
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58 and Lewis & Clark's 44.
"The Whitworth women are really
strong, with good freshmen" Cotton
said.
The Pirates are typically Puget Sound's
best competition in the conference.
Luckily the Loggers, with their 15 freshmen, were able to meet the challenge
Whitworth provided.
The men had some fast swims on Nov.
5 as well in the Sprint Pentathlon, where
each swimmer races 50 meters of fly,
breast, back and free strokes, as well as
a 100 individual medley (a 25m of each
stroke).
Freshman Paul Hughes won the 50m
Breaststroke in 28.05 seconds, and
freshman Bret Schluederberg won the
50m Freestyle in 22.02. Whitworth's
David Lillard, a senior, won the Pentathlon for the men, with a combined time
of 2:38.93.
Beginning the season with fierce NWC
competition is a great way to gauge
the years coming conference race. It
looks good for UPS women, as sophomore Amy Polansky won the Pentathlon on Saturday, with a combined time

of 2:58.38. Polansky took first in the
100m individual medley (1:02.48) and
in the 50m breaststroke (32.46). Finishing close behind Polansky was Cotton,
who placed fifth overall with a time of
3:02.59, and junior Beth Demander, who
placed ninth with a time of 3:07.02.
It was a relaxed meet against Albertson
College for both the men and the women.
The teams were exhausted from the long
swims and bus rides of the weekends,
but they didn't let that stop them from
swimming well and cheering hard.
The men won eight of 11 events on
Nov. 6, with semor Adam Senkyrik
winning the 100m breaststroke and the
200m individual medley. The women
swam off-events, stretching their limits
and trying out new individual swims.
With that, they still won 10 of 11 races.
The Loggers will be competing again
next weekend, against PLU Nov. 18 at
6 p.m. and against Linfield Nov. 19 at 1
p.m., both at home. These are the only
home meets for this semester.
Sports Writer Beanna Trygg is currently
writing a memoir entitled "Confessions of the
Woman Who Can't Get Enough Ketchup.

UPS Volleyball Trivia
The Loggers snuck into the postseason by upsetting the 11th ranked Linfield Wildcats at home on Nov. 4, granting them a birth into the NCAA
Championship Tournament (and a match-up against Cal State East Bay
in Spokane, WA). When was the last year the Logger Volleyball Squad
participated in the postseason?

5 beat Walla Walla 7-6. Nov 6 beat Walla Walla 6-4. Nov. 8 beat University of Washington 5-4. Club Soccer: Tied 3-3.

1Frosbite Regatta at Greenlake Rowing Center. Nov. 13 Head of the Lake Regatta at Lake Washington and Lake Union in Seattle.
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0
99
"HEY YOU, I know you know I'm here, so

"HEY YOU" ADS

stop looking down at your feet as I pass you on the
sidewalk. Am I that ugly?

66

HEY YOU,

HEY YOU, " you gave me pink eye, bastard.

6
" HEY

•

99

blonde Minnesotan who looks
like me, stop being so saucy and tantilizing!

cc

66

YOU,

99

quit being such a loser on the
weekends and start partying.

HEY YOU,

97

dead lambs have no place in a
newspaper. They are strictly for eating and ears.

66

HEY YOU,

99

former Anderson Langdon President, why don't you pretend to shoot me with your
pointer finger.
66

•
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HEY YOU,

99

please do not wear a jean jacket
with jeans. Thanks.

66

HEY YOU,

99

man of thigh, bearded conqueror of the wind, all things reconsidered, I love your
naughty necking.

66

HEY YOU,

99

do you blow dry your hair to
make it look that way? Because you shouldn't.

cc

phone and talk to the Vice President.

HEY YOU,

"HEY YOU,

"

Rodin and little green man.

" HEY YOU," you were wrong. Now own up
to it before others have to pay for your mistakes.

"HEY YOU," cow hide loving consumer, if
only you could learn to appreciate the pleasures of
faux fur, what delicious dead skin galas we might
host.

nia-ass Swede, stop lazing around and seek this
fine capricorn.

66

HEY YOU,

99

stop crowding the toaster in the
sub.

I l ike to watch you read in the
cafe. Are you reading for pleasure?

"HEY YOU," stop calling me by the wrong

"HEY YOU , " Melvil Dewey would never have

"HEY YOU," girl with the cute headband and

sex with you.

pretty eyes, I saw you reciprocating my glances at
E9.

name.

television, how come we haven't seen you lately?

66

A Talc r d
A rl end Thelon ions are I

a. inboa:ball, a pit
4- No!Nr: Na ,elicr
5. Bria„
tit*

HEY YOU

99

with the twin, it's been three
years since we made out. You're going to get it before graduation.

"HEY YOU," you like "Moby Dick," I like
"Moby Dick," can we talk about our affinity for
"dick"?
66

is Alagaune

Ron Tom, my room, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, in that green blazer, black socks ...

"HEY YOU," you death defier, you pneumo-

to your types 'round here.

mrpri

99

"HEY YOU," girl who only uses us for our

"HEY YOU, " panda bear, we don't take kindly

0

HEY YOU

Cellar, I love the Rocky Road.
Nice choice of flavors.

had one alien, "Aliens" had multiple . . . get it?

"HEY YOU ,

66

99

"HEY YOU" wanna be movie buff, "Alien"

99

HEY YOU" in my seminar, would you make

a move already? Cause I'm losing sleep staying up
til 4 a.m. flirting with you every night.

HEY YOU, "where's the Oriental dressing?

"HEY YOU," cute blond in sub, get off you

66

"

HEY YOU,

99

stop jacking me on portions in
the sub. I like fatty burritos.

16. Takc mac .:,.ethose. on a
ike,
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plane. or pill
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POLICY

The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning,
notice or ref und. The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or accuracy
of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not

represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. The Trail reserves the
right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad, and without notice.
The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's ClassifiedrHey You" ad section
to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; commit libel or
false'accusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any
way shape or form. Although The.Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the UPS community,
The Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the ClassifiedrHey You"
ad section.
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Faculty Do Dirty Deeds
By Beavers McGee and Beavers McGee II
Faculty Correspondents to the Combat Zone
Shockingly, hazing isn't a tradition just for frats and
sports anymore; a recent undercover investigation by The
Trail has revealed a tradition of faculty hazing.
The initiation occurs every new hiring season. Glee
runs deep in the established professors, as they prepare
to "welcome" in the new members of the faculty community.
"This is the high point of every year," one anonymous
tenured professor said, rubbing his hands together with a
wicked look in his eyes.
The evidence of such rituals are hidden from the student
body in clever ways to ensure the continuation of these
practices. Instruments commonly found in classrooms
are used as implements of torture, but as things have gone
increasingly digital, some professors have rebelled.
"I threatened to quit if they replaced the yard sticks
in Thompson Hall," Biology Professor Wayne Ruckus
said.
The hazing varies from department to department, but
there are some common themes overall. Paddling is huge,
and in fact for the Art department, that's all there is, albeit
with various creatively constructed instruments. Think a
palette with a paintbrush duct taped to it, or being beaten
unconscious by one of the ceramic department's sculptures, which range from phallic to vaginal.
Some of departments are forced to swear an odd kind
of allegiance to the administration in their hazing. The
Business and Leadership Program professors are forced
to spend "seven minutes in heaven" with President Ron
Thomas The closet has such a reputation, with claw
marks found both inside and out, that only the bravest
dare to enter.
The Philosophy department's hazing is very simple
compared to the rest. In fact, it can be summed up in two
words: Gravity Bong.
And while the philosophy professors 'ride the snake,'
the Physical Education department has what is considered one of the most arduous tasks for its pledges. The
professors are forced to read the long and complicated
novel, "One fish, two fish, red fish blue fish."
Other departments take a light-hearted approach that
includes copious amounts of drinking, like the Computer
Science department, which must recite all the Star Trek
episodes, in chronological order. For every one missed,
they take a shot. Which helps explain why it's such a
small department.

The English department plays a similar game, dubbed
"Can You Out Drink Hemingway?" in which the part of
Hemingway is played by a 1,800-pound grizzly bear with
a taste for Absinthe (Going shot for shot with a bear ain't
pretty).
Chemistry takes a strange spin on the drinking game, in
which it's professors must drink Liquid Plummer. Only
the strong survive in this discipline.
The Biology department takes a more practical approach to it's hazing, testing the actual skills that professors may have learned in their years at school. New professors play Operation, except the game board is replaced
by a visiting professor. Every tube they don't connect is a
year in prison for involuntary manslaughter.
Psychology is another department that tests its professors' job skills. In one of the strangest secrets on campus,
an entire sub-basement exists in Howarth that serves exclusively for hazing of Psychology professors. Dubbed
the Susan Reisneck Pierce memorial Labyrinth of Insanity, this human sized rat maze seeks to prove the mettle
of a psych professor. From wrestling with a dangerous
schizophrenic to psycho-analyzing the ghost of Freud,
the cheese at the end of this maze is the years of counseling that it will take to erase the painful memories.
The History department engages in one of the most
macabre hazing rituals on campus. Dating from a practice
in Roman times, those seeking tenure must battle and destroy those they hope to replace. Decked out in robes and
hoods and bound together at the wrist professors must
battle in a no holds barred knife fight. This cut-throat
practice has ensured the history department as one of the
most capable departments on campus, with it's champion
simply dubbed 'T-Nasty' having gone 8-0 against associate professors.
The Music and Theatre departments collaborate in their
hazing, with the music professors serenading the Theatre
folk with "Blowjob Betty" by Too Short. The Theatre department responds with an interpretive dance of the story,
complete with audience participation.
The Comparative Sociology department spoils all the
other departments' fun with their official statement, "We
don't do hazing, it's not politically correct" based on a
study they did with suggested that hazing reinforced cultural and racial stereotypes.
Other departments claimed that they were "no fun" and
had committed a "party foul."
Both Beavers do their own dirty deeds. Wouldn't you like
to know what they are.

OIS riots enter calthird
week; mobs storm UPS
grievance. But still, OIS sucks, president's request citing that all his

By Sir Frank of the Hill
On the Scene Reporter

On this, the 22nd day of the antiOIS protests in the basement of Collins Library, another 200 protesters have arrived from Seattle, many
of them veterans of the '99 WTO
riots. The demonstrators, a mixed
bag of slackers, hippies and Red Bull
enthusiasts, descended upon the OIS
facilities three weeks ago to object
to recent webmail failures, frustrating password policies and as of yet,
unconfirmed reports that OIS thinks
your mom is hot.
One of the stinky hippies speaking
under the condition of "unanimity"
told The Trail that their joining the
protests was an act of solidarity.
"Our cheese-eating surrender monkey brethren in France are taking
to the streets to make a difference,"
said the hippie, "and so are we ...
just not in the streets ... also without
the looting ... or a rational ideologi-
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man!"
Despite the massive protests, many
UPS students were unaware of the
demonstrations saying that they
thought OIS was just a call center
in India. But the Calcutta branch of
OIS is just one of the many user-unfriendly departments that UPS entrusts with maintaining ResNet and
other computer services.
In the embattled Collins Memorial
office, OIS officials have held off the
masses by building a four-foot high
wall made out of obsolete webmail
servers which, despite dozens of
molotov cocktails, has remained impenetrable to the protesters.
In an emergency session of the university Security Council, president
Ron Thomas has called on campus
security to fire tear-gas indiscriminately into the crowd. But head of
Security and former commanding
general of the Icelandic armed forces, Erik Eric Eriqueson, declined the

staff were currently tied-up letting
"drunks" back into their rooms.
"At this point, the use of force is
unnecessary," Erickson said, pointing
to pie-charts of marginally questionable origin.
At the same emergency session,
The Trail asked Ron Thomas whether or not his own e-mail service has
been affected.
"Fortunately I've evolved physically and mentally beyond the need
for webmail," Thomas said, speaking to us as a disembodied energy
cloud. "I can now telepathically link
to all students, faculty and staff 24
hours a day. Incidentally, my Diversions Café open-office hours have
been extended. I can now be found
in the Café from now until the end of
human existence. You might be able
to catch me up to five minutes past
the end of human existence, but I'm
not guaranteeing anything."
Mickey Mouse is planning his own
revolution.

Campus Crimes
MISDEMEANORS
3:30 A.M SUNDAY, NOV. 6: Unauthorized tea
party held in Ron Thom's House. All attendees
escaped into third floor library bathroom.

CONSPIRACY THEORIES
!BREAKING NEWS! Reports confirm a plan
to overtake Dean Jean's office hours in cafe are
underway

THEFT
NOON, TUESDAY, NOV. 8 Cherry Orchard
stolen from Regester.

AWKWARD
10:30 P.M. FRIDAY NOV. 4: Girl accepts date
invitation from gentleman caller. Later reports
confirm characteristics suggest he is the Campus
Masterbator. Girl reports awkward tension.

Think you've got what it takes tc write
Combat Zone? If so, submit an article as a wor e
attachment to traiWups.edu . Each week the sea
for staff will choose the best, funniest, witties
combat zone lovin' story to be featured in th
week's issue. Who knows ... you just alio t se
your name in print some da

A sober second look
ib
at telephonics at UPS
the Department of Religion (DoR) is less cute
than eerie. SET-UPS for
Facilities Services was apt
In
its
onplunging
crusade
but
too few letters.
to change campus phone Butused
OFF-BEAT
for the
service without spending School of Music (SoM)?
any real money, the CamIt was unfair to single out
pus Phone Registry (CPR) this or that department for
invited numbers
students to
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with
phone
easier
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were
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COMPILED BY COMBAT ZONE SUPER INVESTIGATIVE
UNDERCOVER REPORTERS

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the
opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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